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COMMUNITY REPORT

LADY IN RED: Banah
soon to strike a
million views

By KRISTIAN HARRISON
kristian@gulfweekly.com

song was received was so
rewarding, as you never quite
know how the reaction is
going to go. I’m delighted
that people enjoy it.
“I think it’s because it’s not
like the usual stuff you hear.
It brings back the classic
oriental music, but it has a
lot of fusion in it so more
modern listeners and English
speakers still enjoy it.”
“I know that hard work
does pay off, but I also know
that I have a very long way
to go if I want to make it in
the music business. At the
end of the day, even small
progress is great if you enjoy
what you do regardless of
what the results are. There
are tons of musicians and
artists that are not famous or
well-known but live a very
happy and content life, and I
think that’s what matters the
most.”
SHUCKING AWAY: Noor digging into her aquatic treasures
Banah is Bahraini, but
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time to dive head first into
‘pearl-icious’ waters. The
license comes after five days
of intensive training, during
which students learn about
what kinds of oysters to pick
and how to ensure they are
farmed sustainably.

Turn to Page 2
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Keeping the tradition alive
From Page 1

This is capped off with a test
dive in a pool and finally, a trip
out to sea to exhibit their newly
acquired skills. Pearl diving,
even with modern technology
like scuba gear, is a team
endeavour, with each team
at the competition bringing
together three to six divers.
For Noor and Sameer, it’s a
different kind of family trip.
The father-daughter duo from
Hidd, joined by Noor’s brother
Ibrahim as well as a couple
of their cousins went out on
August 24 and 31 at 4am to
Hair Shtaya Marine Reserve,
which is 25 nautical miles
north of the island and has a
depth of 8m to 12m.
The Hair Shtaya site,
which is one of the most
popular diving destinations
in the kingdom because of its
spellbinding underwater sights
and sea creatures, can also
be treacherous because of its
high waves and unpredictable
underwater currents.
But the team is a veteran of
the wiley waters and picked
more than 2,000 oysters, each
member doing two 45-minute
dives, with a 45-minute break
in-between.
The team then returned to
shore and worked together to
cut each oyster open. Their
haul during their first dive
was 3.71 grams, almost one
mithqal. The second dive
brought in 3.41 grams.
One mithqal, the traditional
stone weight used to grade
pearls, is roughly equal to 4.25
grams. Of course, each dive’s
success relies predominantly
on luck. Some teams brought
in as much as 2.5 mithqals
while others have had
unsuccessful dives with only
seed pearls to show for it.
“When the weather permits
and the winds are not too
wild, the divers can go further
out, dive deeper and bring

DYNAMIC DUO: Sameer and
Noor, above, the Showaiters
in action and, below, the
precious pearls

back bigger pearls,” said
Ahmed Mattar, the tawash
or pearl trader who reviews
the pearls each team brings
back, weighing and grading
them in order to decide the
winner. “This competition is
judged based on the quantity,
in grams, brought back by each
team, as opposed to size of
each pearl.”
Even though the Showaiters
have not won the top honours
this season, this was the first
time competing for most
of them. They will also be
competing this weekend in
the final iteration of the pearl
diving contest of the Heritage
Festival for this year.
Sameer said: “Last year the
competition was for traditional
free divers only. This year was
the first year that they opened
the competition up to divers
who used scuba gear. Most
of the team is pearl diving
competitively for the first
time. More than the hunt for
pearls, we enjoyed the sea and
working together to have fun
out there.”
Noor intends to keep diving
as long as she can and hopes to
get her daughter in the water as
soon as it’s safe and possible.
She has already inspired her
husband Khalid to get his
pearl diving license as well,
even though he decided not to
compete this time.
Next up for the Scuba-diving
Showaiters is a trip to Sharm
El Shaikh at the southern tip of
the Egyptian Sinai Peninsula.
Noor said: “Bahrain’s waters
are great and feel like home,
but sometimes, visibility is an
issue. You can only see a few
metres around you at any given
time. But Sharm El Shaikh, I
hear, is beautiful underwater
and you can see for up to
80m.”
l For more about the Shaikh
Nasser Maritime Heritage
Season, see Pages 12 & 13.
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Being fashion forward
T

HE fashion scene
in Bahrain, much
like around
the world is seeing
revolutionary change
with the advent of
social media and online
influencers, and new
upstarts and industry
stalwarts see this as
a moment of great
innovation and growth,
writes Naman Arora.
Bahrain, which has always
uniquely blended western
and eastern fashion trends
due to its key position as a
trade centre in international
commerce, has seen a
style surge in recent years.
That is thanks in part to
it being named one of the
top countries for Indian
destination weddings and
playing host to several highsociety marriages.
It has also attracted models
from around the world, who
find a blend of conservative
and progressive trends
coexisting and intermingling
to create hybrids not found
anywhere else.
Matty Benson, owner of
Matty B Models Agency,
hopes to leverage new
technology to highlight some
of these trends and give them
an international platform. He
said: “The market is tough
and a lot of fashion designers
and models welcome and
value more support and
promotion on a higher level.
I think we are turning a
corner as far as fashion and
modelling and there is a
lot of energy, passion and
serious talent in Bahrain
to bring fashion in a big
way to the island. We have
seen some tremendous new
fashion designers appear and
models in the last six months
in particular.”
With this in mind, Bahrain
is set to play host to Unique
Arabia, a show highlighting
designers from across the
region and in particular three
from Bahrain.
The House of Ivy, which
started at a small shop in
Adliya, was founded by Ivy
Evaline, who has spent the
last 10 years modelling after
starting at the age of 17.
Her designs, targeted
at the burgeoning night
scene in Bahrain, aim to
provide something for
both conservative and
progressive millennials and
young professionals with
a sense of style.
She collaborates with
top brands in UK,
Turkey and Canada
such as the House of CB
and then adds her own
touches to the design to

make them more suited for
local tastes.
Her creations seem to
always have at least a couple
of possible styles built-in.
For example, they can be
worn as is for a more liberal
look or coupled with

an under-layer for a more
conservative look. This
intersectionality is second
nature to the 27-year old.
Tanzania-born Ivy, who
started out in hospitality after
arriving in Bahrain from
Kenya, chose the

Ivy

kingdom as the centre of her
couture and modelling career
because she noticed that
there weren’t many African
models in the country and
region and she wanted to
break the stereotypes that
have come to be associated
with beauty and fashion in
the Middle East.
Similarly, Bahraini fashion
designer Fatima Muhanna,
founder of Impratoora Palace
in Riffa, wants to reinvent
the traditional idea of bridal
wear by bringing touches of
western designs to eastern
weddings.
She has turned to social
media in a time of economic
difficulty in the country in
an attempt to reach a wider
market.
She said: “Recently, a
German designer found
my designs and he
particularly loved
my treatment
of the Arab
wedding dress.
He said that
such a design
with vivid greens
and the embroidered
gold veil is nowhere to be
found in Europe.”
Impratoora is also part
of Bahrain Tourism and
Exhibitions Authority
(BTEA)’s online database
of local vendors for bridal
wear that is often used by
beau monde Indian families
when planning their island
weddings.
Fatima’s collection
includes the full colour
spectrum of global bridal
wear from the whites of
traditional western weddings
to the reds and gold found
in Indian matrimonial
ceremonies and the greens
found in Middle Eastern
and Islamic weddings.
Her love of design started
when she was disillusioned
by administrative work
and wanted to be her own
boss and now she hopes to
expand the appeal of her
culture internationally.
With a similar goal in
mind, husband and wife duo
Adnan and Nazia Mustafa
moved their business from
India to Bahrain. The couple
started Vestire, a clothing
brand bringing avant-garde
Indian designs and well
known Indian brands like
Ahilaya to Bahrain.
The multi-brand store is
also starting to leverage
social media to expand its
market across the GCC and
bring dresses ranging from
traditional chikankari to
nouveau western-eastern
evening blends.
Adnan said: “We are

hoping to do more shows
to build awareness on
social media. Once people
know we are carrying their
favourite brands, the orders
come in. In this climate,
that’s just taking more
effort.”
The three brands are
hoping to get on board with
the new wave of models –
the hybrid high fashion and
social media influencers who
both walk the cat walk and
talk the digital talk.
Sarah Harris, a South
African model who has been
in Bahrain for four years,
is part of this wave. While
she builds her modelling
career working with Matty
B Models and expands
her online presence as one
of the new generation of
expat influencers, she is
also learning the behind the
scenes ropes as she helps
organise events like Unique
Arabia.
She added: “The fashion
scene in Bahrain is at a
very exciting time. With a
new generation of creative
young Bahrainis and expat
influencers we are definitely
seeing a vibrant industry
emerge. In the past year
alone I’ve seen incredible
growth, with more and more
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Matty

Sarah

Bahraini designers hitting
the scene and embracing
traditional Arabic clothing
with a unique Bahrain Twist
coupled with a modern
adaption. It’s an amazing
privilege to be able to
provide these designers with
the support they need to
flourish. I am very passionate
about the designers we have
and I’m very excited to see
our models walking these
lines at the upcoming show.”
To find out more about the
growing modelling and high
fashion scene as well as the
Unique Arabia fashion show,
check out @mattybmodels1

Adnan
and Nazia

Fatima

LocalNews
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Passionate
perfectionist
A

S little Claudio Dieli
enjoyed mama’s
fresh baked pasta
in his hometown of Sicily,
he never imagined that
one day, he might be the
one drizzling cheese atop
choice Mediterranean
creations and running
the kitchen for some of
the most exclusive luxury
hotels… most recent
being Jumeirah Royal
Saray Bahrain.
This week, as GulfWeekly
sat down with Jumeirah’s new
executive chef for an exclusive
interview, he reminisced: “I
had my heart set on art school
but I took a seasonal job
working on the floor of a local
restaurant and fell in love with
it. I told my parents and when
they went to sign me up for an
internship, the only spots left
were in the kitchen. So there
was some destiny at play.”
Also, Claudio does hail from
a family of chefs. His greatgrandfather Rocco cooked
for some of the beau monde
families of Milan. Hence,
he brought his passion and
seemingly endless energy to
the culinary arts.
After starting at La Bussola,
a traditional Sicilian restaurant
in Italy, Claudio cooked in
London, Dubai, Amman
and Hong Kong, working
with several triple Michelinstarred chefs including Chef
Jean Georges Klein, Chef
René et Maxime Meilleur,
Chef Christian Bau and Chef
Massimo Bottura.
With more than 24 years of
working for the crème de la
crème of hospitality, Claudio
developed an eye for detail
when it came to the food and
beverage flow of a place. To
this day, he stays committed
to keeping his ingredient list
simple but his crafting of the
overall culinary experience is
anything but.
When asked about his most
important spice of all time, he
thinks for a few minutes before
answering, simply saying:
“Salt. You can’t do anything
without salt.” However, when
he starts talking about the
holistic restaurant experience,
one realises quickly that a
dining encounter at Jumeirah is
much more layered, a perfectly
crafted experience invisible to
all but the keen eyes of Chef
Claudio.

EXCLUSIVE

By NAMAN ARORA
naman@gulfweekly.com

Jumeirah Royal Saray
Bahrain’s marketing &
communications manager
Melissa Lalande said: “Even
though he started only a couple
of weeks ago, Chef Claudio
has been refining and adding
his touches to almost every
aspect of our guests’ journeys.
He pays attention to the
subtlest aspects and we have
been on our toes trying to keep
up with his infectious energy.”
For starters, he has changed
the welcoming experience at
the front of the hotel, replacing
the familiar and overdone
welcome dessert with a new
trademark touch that has to be
experienced first-hand.
This vigour comes from a
persistently hands-on approach
to his work. Even as he walked
with us, he paused to direct

Salt. You
can’t do
anything
without salt.
one of his team members
regarding the placement of a
food counter.
It is also easy to observe
the chef’s global exposure as
he started talking about his
new menu at Jumeirah Royal
Saray Bahrain’s Brasserie
Royale restaurant, with a
childlike spark of delight. His
seaside upbringing is evident
as he discussed the ‘Deep
from the Sea’ dish of his
Mediterranean food adventure,
noting the crescendo between
the sweetness of the seared
Langoustine and creaminess of
the avocado with undertones of
acidity courtesy of the pickled
onions and just a touch of
bitter brought to the show by
red chicory leaves.
As he moved on to
discussing the Business Lunch,
which comes in either North or
South Mediterranean variants,
his 12 years of Asian and UK
culinary experience shone
through as he talked about the
braised Wagyu beef cheek.
Having enjoyed this creation
earlier, Melissa’s eyes lit up
as he described its layered

yet simple flavours. “This
dish is about the variety of
technique,” he said. “You
have the Irish-style braised
Wagyu beef cheek, with a
French excursion into Dijon
mustard and top it all off with
a sunny-side-up egg, which is
something I saw and imbued
from Hong Kong.”
At this point, this ravenous
reporter had to ask the palate
poet to halt the culinary
cajolery, lest the rules of his
self-imposed diet are forgotten.
Speaking of diets, it is difficult
to collate Chef Claudio’s
ample albeit healthy menu
with his lithe figure. Most in
his position would gain weight
merely from the tempting
tastings of each menu.
“I stay fit with yoga
whenever I am able to make
time,” Claudio added. “I prefer
to get an hour in when I wake
up, but sometimes, the work
can be very demanding, so
I do it in the evening.” He
also eats simple, enjoying a
plate of spaghetti tossed in
olive oil with garlic and chilli
peppers when his schedule gets
particularly demanding, saving
the decadent dining for special
occasions.
Coming back to Jumeirah is
the perfect call back for Chef
Claudio. He got his start in the
Middle East as a Junior Sous
Chef at Jumeirah Dubai before
moving on to Amman and
Hong Kong where he capped
off his three-year tenure at
Rosewood Hotel Group before
re-joining Jumeirah group in
Bahrain.
Away from the hustle and
bustle of Hong Kong, the
chef hopes to make more
time for his wife and son who
have moved to Bahrain with
him just in time for AMA
International School’s semester
start. Yet nothing, not even
time constraints will stand
in Chef Claudio’s way as he
embarks on a journey to make
Jumeirah Royal Saray Bahrain
the finest dining experience on
the island, one small bite and
one menu overhaul at a time.
Try out Chef Claudio’s new
Business Lunch menu as well
as his special tasting menu and
travel the world with his palate
by visiting Jumeirah Royal
Saray Bahrain’s Brasserie
Royale restaurant!
For more details, call
77707070.
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real
deals

Rasika’s

Putting Bahrain’s supermarkets under the spotlight and searching for the best deals

P

HYSICAL beauty
may only be skin
deep, but Parisian
luxury skincare brand
Anne Semonin knows
that every person has
unique skin and designs
products that revitalises
every type at the
deepest levels.
Founded in 1985, the
company has been providing
made-to-measure custom
skincare solutions for men,
women and teenagers
after developing a holistic
understanding of its clients’
skincare needs.

Rejuvenating skincare products
The products are formulated
with a blend of top quality
natural active ingredients
like plant extracts, botanical
and essential oils and marine
elements as well as neurocosmetic and biotechnology
ingredients.
All ingredients are sourced
from French suppliers
including seaweed from
Brittany, lavender from
Provence and sea salt from
Noirmoutier.

In recent years, the
company has stepped up
its game with custom pearl
treatments at luxury spas.
The brand has recently
started working with the
Four Seasons Hotel Bahrain
Bay to deliver made-tomeasure products and skin
treatment options to its
clientele.
Nicolay Dimitrov, director
of The Spa at Four Seasons
Hotel Bahrain Bay, said:

Ansar Gallery

Mega Mart
1. Toblerone chocolate 6x100gm – BD3.050

1. Kellogg’s Frosties 500gm –BD1.5

2. American kitchen chick peas 4x400gm –
975fils

2. Nadec cream cheese 2x500gm – BD1.5

3. KFM all-purpose flour 3x1kg – BD1.100

3. Diamond jam asst. 2x454gm – BD1.5
4. Kraft slice cheese asst. 3x200gm –

4. Lamb Weston original fries 2.5kg –
BD1.475

BD1.5

5. Lindt excellence mini 3x35gm– 975fils

5. Golden glory pure honey 500gm+125gm

6. Maggi pazzta cheese or masala each –
100fils

6. Tiffany coco zoo 12x30gm – BD1

– BD1

“We invite guests to explore
the carefully-created range
of treatments this summer
and escape the heat in the
beautiful surroundings
of our property while
pampering themselves to
ingredients that are proven
to refine, sooth and purify
the skin.”
For details, contact The
Spa at the Four Seasons
Hotel Bahrain Bay at
17115046.

Al Jazira Supermarket
1. PB&ME peanut chocolate powdered
200gm – BD4.400
2. PB&ME almond powdered 184gm–
BD2.200
3. PB&ME butter powdered 200gm –
BD2.200

Alosra Supermaket
1. Apple gala organic per kg – BD1.800
2. Avocadoes per kg – BD3.700
3. Beef stroganoff strips per kg – BD3.795
4. Blue Diamond almonds breeze original
946ml – BD1.325

4. PB&ME almond powdered 200gm –
BD4.200

5. Bragg organic apple cider vinegar 473ml
– BD1.500

5. PB&ME hazelnut powdered 184gm –
BD4.200

6. New Zealand lamb hind shank per kg–
BD5.500

GulfWeeklyBookClub – in association with The Bookcase
COOKERY BOOK OF THE WEEK by Linda Jennings – VEG, JAMIE OLIVER, 9780718187767 (MICHAEL JOSEPH), BD12.700 for Gulf
Weekly Book Club members
Join the FREE
Gulf Weekly
Book Club in
THE TAKING OF ANNIE THORNE, C.J.
association
TUDOR, 9781405930970 (PENGUIN)
with The
BD4.400 for GulfWeekly Book Club
Bookcase
members
by emailing
C J TUDOR has been called Britain’s female
bookclub@
answer to Stephen King. Her first book The
gulfweekly.
Chalk Man was a best-selling horror-tinged
com with your
psychological thriller - widely praised - even
carrying an endorsement from the king of
contact details.

HORROR READ
OF THE WEEK

“IT’S all about celebrating really good, tasty
food that just happens to be meat-free,” says
Jamie Oliver.
Jamie is back straight into the number one
slot with his new book “VEG” featuring more
than 100 brilliantly easy, flavour-packed
and accessible veg recipes as shown on his
recent cookery series “Meat-Free Meals”.
From simple suppers and family favourites
to weekend dishes for sharing with friends;
this book is packed full of phenomenal food pure and simple.
Whether it’s embracing a meat-free day or
two each week, living a vegetarian lifestyle,
or just wanting to try some brilliant new
flavour combinations, this book ticks all the
boxes with dishes such as:
• ALLOTMENT COTTAGE PIE with root
veg, porcini mushrooms, marmite & crispy
rosemary

• INDIAN CHIP BUTTY with spiced potato,
mango & pomegranate chutney and mint
yoghurt
• GREENS MAC ‘N’ CHEESE with leek,
broccoli & spinach and a toasted almond
topping
With chapters on Soups & Sarnies,
Brunch, Pies Parcels & Bakes, Curries &
Stews, Salads, Burgers & Fritters, Pasta,
Rice & Noodles, and Tray Bakes, you’re
sure to find something tasty for every
occasion.
Sharing simple tips and tricks that will
excite the taste buds, this book will give you
the confidence to up your veg intake and
widen your recipe repertoire, safe in the
knowledge that it’ll taste utterly delicious. It
will also leave you feeling full, satisfied and
happy - and not missing meat from your
plate.

horror himself who saw in it echoes of his
own work.
So now we have her second offering, The
Taking of Annie Thorne which is a dark,
dark story with many twists:
THEN:
One night, my little sister went missing.
There were searches, appeals. Everyone
thought the worst. And then, miraculously,
she came back. She couldn’t, or wouldn’t,
say what had happened. But she wasn’t the
same afterwards. She wasn’t my Annie.
Because sometimes my own little sister
scared me to death . . .
NOW:
The email arrives in my inbox:
I know what happened to your sister.
It’s happening again . . .

THRILLER OF THE WEEK

THE RECKONING, JOHN GRISHAM,
9781473684423 (HODDER)
BD3.900 for GulfWeekly Book Club
members
PETE Banning was Clanton’s favourite
son, a returning war hero, the patriarch of
a prominent family; a farmer, father, and a

faithful member of the Methodist Church.
Then one cool October morning in 1946,
he rose early, drove into town, walked into
the Church, and calmly shot and killed the
Reverend Dexter Bell.
As if the murder wasn’t shocking enough,
it was even more baffling that Pete’s only
statement about it - to the sheriff, to his
defense attorney, to the judge, to his family
and friends and to the people of Clanton was ‘I have nothing to say’.
What turned Pete from a pillar of the
community into a cold-hearted killer? And
why won’t he confide in anyone? All his
closest family knows is that it must have
been something devastating – and that the
fallout will haunt them, and the town, for
decades to come . . .
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FinTechFocus
Naman Arora takes a look at the world of financial technology and beyond ...

B

AHRAIN’S growing
start up scene
is gearing up for
the 2019 iteration of its
Tech Week with events
lined up to showcase
the kingdom’s growing
tech talent and further
develop its regional
presence in the space.
Hosted by the Bahrain
Economic Development
Board, the week will bring
together technologists from
across government, major
international and regional
private-sector entities as
well as the region’s most
exciting start-up talent.
The event will exhibit
opportunities for innovation
and growth in the kingdom’s
thriving technology sector
while exploring how
emerging digital trends are
revolutionising industries
across the GCC.
Bahrain’s tech scene is
constantly evolving with
significant changes in its
landscape every month as
the sector grows despite or
perhaps because of a difficult
economic climate in the
region. However, the annual
tech week gives companies a
chance to network and gain
international exposure and
entrepreneurs get to develop
their skills and get an idea
as to potential market gaps
where they can develop
products and services.
On Sunday and Monday,
Amazon Web Services
(AWS) is hosting a summit
and start-up event at the Gulf
Hotel Bahrain Convention
& Spa. Data giant AWS, a
subsidiary of Amazon Inc
opened its data centre in
Bahrain in July, offering
developers, start-ups and
enterprises, as well as
government, education, and
non-profit organisations with
a secure and reliable local
platform to run their services.
The summit includes
keynotes and breakout
sessions, where delegates
can learn about performance
and operations of new AWS
services and architectures.
The keynote speaker is Teresa
Carlson, founder and leader
of AWS Worldwide Public
Sector, who has helped
change mind-sets of both
individuals and organisations
around the world, modernise
policies at all levels of
government and cultivate a
21st century global workforce
equipped with the skillset
necessary to leverage the full
potential of the cloud to drive
innovation.
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Techies back in town
Today (August 28)
Get your fill of the ocean
with unlimited sushi from the
special sushi selection of the
Intercontinental Regency’s
Elements Pool and Lounge
every Wednesday from 7pm
to 11pm. Priced at BD9.9net.
Call 17227777 for details.

Every Wednesday is ‘Wings
and Wisdom’ night at Big
Texas Barbeque & Waffle
House inside Best Western
Plus - The Olive Hotel. It’s
a quiz night with an added
bonus of BD10net for ‘all-youcan-eat’ chicken wings.
Call 17360063 for details.

The Sheraton Bahrain Hotel
hosts a Ladies night with
unlimited selected beverages
every Wednesday at An Nada
Lounge from 9pm to midnight.
Call 17533533 for details.

On Monday, AWS will
be hosting a start-up day
where AWS technical
experts, start-up founders
and leading figures from the
start-up community will offer
entrepreneurs opinionated
advice and recommendations
for how to go from
intellectual spark to MVP
and beyond. It will also be an
opportunity for current and
aspiring FinTech founders to
gauge whether AWS is the

right fit for their product, by
talking to others who have
implemented it or are in the
process of doing so.
Later in the day, at the Ritz
Carlton, Bahrain, Tamkeenfunded Flat6Labs Bahrain
will be hosting its Demo
Day, where six start-ups
in HealthTech, Artificial
Intelligence, FoodTech,
E-Services, EdTech and
Online Recruitment will be
pitching their products to

potential investors to get that
sweet seed or venture capital
funding.
After regional start-up
successes like Careem and
local ones like Sinc, Telp and
Stories Studio, there has been
renewed interest especially
amongst graduating students,
who are rejecting traditional
employment at blue chip firms
to work at firms less than
three years old.
Start-up ecosystems around
the globe tend to build on
the existing strengths of the
business ecosystem they
are in and/or non-tech local
segments that are seeing
significant growth, primarily
due to the high capital
requirements of venturing into
high tech.
Bahrain is no different and
the burgeoning real estate
market is a prime target
for rising Property Tech
(PropTech) start-ups who
can participate in HexGn’s
Start-up Bootcamp from
Sunday to Tuesday. The threeday affair caps off with a day

Steak out some of the
kingdom’s finest cuts at
the Crowne Plaza Bahrain,
starting at 7pm at La
Mosaique Restaurant, priced
BD18net including beverages.
Select beverages package
available for BD7net extra.
summit,
bringing
together
For
details,
contact
17531122.

stakeholders to network and
deliberate on new innovative
uses of technology to augment
the local and regional real
estate market.
With something for every
stripe of start-up enthusiast,
the first half of the Bahraini
Tech Week looks intriguing
even if the shine surrounding
The
Four has
Seasons
Hotel
start-ups
worn off
in
Bahrain
Bay’s
poolside
recent years
with
storiesItalian
like
restaurant,
Vento,
is
offering
Uber’s persistent lack of
a wide selection of pizzas
from wood-fired ovens and
artisan pastas. It’s available
on weekdays from 11:30am
to 11pm and weekends from
11:30am to midnight.
For reservations, contact
17115500.

Reef Resort’s Tokyo Reef
restaurant features a
specially-created set menu
that is offered on weekdays
(Saturday-Wednesday, closed

on Mondays) and guests can
watch as the chef prepares
sushi and sashimi before their
eyes.
For details, call 13110110.

Enjoy Sushi-Meshi at the
Ritz-Carlton, Bahrain’s Thai
Lounge with 50 per cent
savings on select sushi and
beverages.
For details, contact 17586499
or email rc.bahrz.restaurant.
reservations@ritzcarlton.com

Le Meridien City Centre
Bahrain’s Baharat restaurant
hosts a BBQ night every
Wednesday featuring ribs and
Wagyu prime rib steak from
7pm-11pm. The entertainment
is performed by Twin Band.
The BBQ buffet is inclusive
of soft drinks and water for
BD19net and free flow of
beverages costs BD26net.
For details, contact 17171144.

Tomorrow
29)
profit
and big(August
league failures
like MoviePass,
Juicero
and
Ladies,
dance the
night away
at
Jumeirah’s Havana Club
Jawbone.
every
Thursday
from
8pm
Learning from these
to
midnight
unlimited
failures
andwith
keeping
some
selected
beverages
and enjoy
of the region’s
well-known
a live Cuban band.
conservative approach to
For details, call 77707070.

Lounge at t
Bahrain Ho
washing aw
the week p
ambience a
For details,
17533533.

The Bizarre
Meridien in
Latino danc
by talented
Enjoy a chi
and salsa t
contempora
music ever
10pm – 2am
For details,

The Ritz-C
hosts Tand
Nirvana ev
noon to 3pm
to 11:30pm
an exotic s
watering ke
perfection b
Singh, price
inclusive of
beverages.
For details,
17586499.

Savour the
Chinese an
every Thur
from 7pm t
BD25net in
at Al Areen
Keizo resta
For details,
17845000.

business and Bahrain’s key

areas oflive
success
likeof
finance,
Savour
stations
while still
loosening
the
seafood
and
meat cuisine
leash and
exploring
new
every
Thursday
at the
technological opportunities
Intercontinental-Regency’s
Selections
Restaurant
may hold the
key to thefrom
7pm
to 10:30pm
region’s
future. priced
at BD19net for food and
BD29net inclusive of selected
beverages.
For details, call 17227777.
Indulge in a variety of seafood
from fresh oysters to sushi
and Lobster Thermidor at
Le Meridien City Centre
Bahrain’s Baharat restaurant
every Thursday from 7pm to
11pm. The buffet is priced
BD25net, including soft
drinks and water, or BD31net
inclusive of selected free flow
beverages.
For details, contact 17171144.
Enjoy lively tunes from the
new “Five Motion” band as
you relax at the An Nada

Friday (Au
Check out
Saray’s new
Brasserie W
from 1pm t
BD27net w
and BD35n
beverages.
Call 77707
details.

The Four S
Bahrain Ba
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Get your fill of the ocean
with unlimited sushi from the
special
sushi selection
of the
Intercontinental
Regency’s
Intercontinental
Regency’s
Elements Pool and
Lounge
Elements
Pool and
Lounge
special selection
every
every
Wednesday
fromto7pm
Wednesday
from 7pm
to
11pm.
Priced
at
BD9.9net.
11pm. Priced at BD9.9net.
Call 17227777 for details.
Every Wednesday is ‘Wings
and Wisdom’ night at Big
Texas Barbeque & Waffle
House inside Best Western
Plus - The Olive Hotel. It’s
a quiz night with an added
bonus of BD10net for ‘all-youcan-eat’ chicken wings.
Every
Wednesday
is ‘Wings
Call 17360063
for details.
and Wisdom’ night at Big
Texas Barbeque & Waffle
House inside Best Western
Plus - The Olive Hotel. It’s
a quiz night with an added
bonus of BD10net for ‘all-youcan-eat’ chicken wings.
Call 17360063 for details.
The Sheraton Bahrain Hotel
hosts a Ladies night with
unlimited selected beverages
every Wednesday at An Nada
Lounge from 9pm to midnight.
Call 17533533 for details.
Steak out some of the
The
Sheraton
Bahrain
kingdom’s
finest
cuts atHotel
hosts
a Ladies
night
with
the Crowne
Plaza
Bahrain,
unlimited
beverages
starting atselected
7pm at La
every
Wednesday
at Anpriced
Nada
Mosaique
Restaurant,
Lounge
9pm tobeverages.
midnight.
BD18netfrom
including
Call
17533533
for package
details.
Select
beverages
available for BD7net extra.
Steak
out some
of the
For details,
contact
17531122.
kingdom’s finest cuts at
the
Plaza Bahrain,
TheCrowne
Four Seasons
Hotel
starting
7pmpoolside
at La Italian
Bahrainat
Bay’s
Mosaique
priced
restaurant,Restaurant,
Vento, is offering
BD18net
including
a wide selection
of beverages.
pizzas
Select
beverages
package
from wood-fired ovens and
available
for BD7net
extra.
artisan pastas.
It’s available
For
details, contact
17531122.
on weekdays
from 11:30am
to 11pm and weekends from
11:30am to midnight.
For reservations, contact
17115500.
Reef Resort’s Tokyo Reef
restaurant features a
specially-created set menu
that is offered on weekdays
(Saturday-Wednesday, closed
on Mondays) from 3:00pm to
The
Four where
Seasons
Hotelcan
midnight
guests
Bahrain
poolside
Italian
watch asBay’s
the chef
prepares
restaurant,
Vento,
is offering
sushi, sashimi,
maki
and
aother
wideJapanese
selection fare
of pizzas
before
from
ovenspriced
and at
their wood-fired
eyes. Set menu
artisan
pastas.
It’s available
BD18+++
inclusive
of a select
on
weekdays
from 11:30am
Asian
beverage.
to
andcall
weekends
from
For11pm
details,
13110110.
11:30am to midnight.
For reservations, contact
17115500.

‘Sushilize’ with friends and
Reef
Resort’s
Tokyo
Reef
colleagues
at the
Ritzrestaurant
featuresThai
a
Carlton, Bahrain’s
specially-created
setcent
menu
Lounge with 50 per
that
is offered
on weekdays
savings
on select
sushi and
(Saturday-Wednesday,
closed
beverages.

on
and guests
can
ForMondays)
details, contact
17586499
watch
asrc.bahrz.restaurant.
the chef prepares
or email
sushi
and sashimi before their
reservations@ritzcarlton.com
eyes.
For
details, call
Le Meridien
City13110110.
Centre
Bahrain’s Baharat restaurant
hosts a BBQ night every
Wednesday featuring ribs and
Wagyu prime rib steak from
7pm-11pm. The entertainment
is performed by Twin Band.
The BBQ buffet is inclusive
of soft drinks and water for
Enjoy
Sushi-Meshi
at the
BD19net
and free flow
of
Ritz-Carlton,
Bahrain’s
Thai
beverages costs
BD26net.
Lounge
withcontact
50 per 17171144.
cent
For details,
savings on select sushi and
beverages.
Tomorrow (September 12)
For details, contact 17586499
Ladies, dance the night away
or email rc.bahrz.restaurant.
at Jumeirah’s Havana Club
reservations@ritzcarlton.com
every Thursday from 8pm
to midnight with unlimited
selected beverages and enjoy
a live Cuban band.
For details, call 77707070.
Savour live stations of
seafood and meat cuisine
every Thursday at the
Le Meridien City Centre
Intercontinental-Regency’s
Bahrain’s Baharat restaurant
Selections Restaurant from
hosts a BBQ night every
7pm to 10:30pm priced
Wednesday featuring ribs and
at BD19net for food and
Wagyu prime rib steak from
BD29net inclusive of selected
7pm-11pm. The entertainment
beverages.
is performed by Twin Band.
For details, call 17227777.
The BBQ buffet is inclusive
of soft drinks and water for
Indulge in a variety of seafood
BD19net and free flow of
from fresh oysters to sushi
beverages costs BD26net.
and Lobster Thermidor at
For details, contact 17171144.
Le Meridien City Centre
Bahrain’s Baharat restaurant
every Thursday from 7pm to
11pm. The buffet is priced
BD25net, including soft
drinks and water, or BD31net
inclusive of selected free flow
beverages.
For details, contact 17171144.
Enjoy lively tunes from the
Tomorrow
(August
29)as
new
“Five Motion”
band
Ladies,
dance
the nightBahrain
away
you relax
at Sheraton
at
Jumeirah’s
Havana
Club
Hotel’s
An Nada
Lounge
at
every
Thursday
from
8pm
the this Thursday, washing
to
midnight
with unlimited
away
the worries
of the week
selected
and enjoy
past withbeverages
a lively ambience
aand
liveelite
Cuban
band.
company.
For details, call
77707070.
contact
17533533.
Savour live stations of
seafood and meat cuisine
every Thursday at the
Intercontinental-Regency’s
Selections Restaurant from
7pm to 10:30pm priced
at BD19net for food and
BD29net inclusive of selected
beverages.
For details, call 17227777.
The Bizarre Lounge at Le
Indulge
a variety
ofBahrain
seafood
MeridieninCity
Centre
from
fresh
to sushi
invites
youoysters
to a Latino
dance
and
partyLobster
hostedThermidor
by talentedat
Le
Meridien
City Enjoy
Centrea chill
instructor
Jaffar.
Bahrain’s
Baharat
restaurant
atmosphere
and salsa
the
every
Thursday
from 7pm to
night away
to contemporary
11pm.
The buffetmusic
is priced
Latin American
every
BD25net,
soft
Thursday including
from 10pm
– 2am.
drinks
and water,
or 17171144.
BD31net
For details,
contact
inclusive of selected free flow
beverages.
The Ritz-Carlton, Bahrain
For
details,
contact
17171144.
hosts
Tandoori
Jugalbandi
at
Nirvana every Thursday from
Enjoy
lively
from or
the7pm
noon to
3pmtunes
for lunch
new
“Five Motion”
bandSavour
as
to 11:30pm
for dinner.
you
relax
at
the
An
Nada
an exotic spread of mouth-
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watering kebabs cooked to
perfection by Chef Mahipal
Singh, priced at BD30net
inclusive of select Indian
beverages.
For details, contact
17586499.
Savour the best of Japanese,
Chinese and Thai seafood
every Thursday evening
from 7pm to 11pm, priced at
BD25net including soft drinks
at Al Areen Palace and Spa’s
Keizo restaurant.
For details, contact
Lounge
at the Sheraton
17845000.
Bahrain Hotel this Thursday,
washing
away the worries
Friday (September
13) of
the week past with a lively
Check
out
Jumeirah
Royal
ambience and elite company.
Saray’s
brunch
‘The Brasserie
For
details,
contact
Way’ every Friday from 1pm
17533533.
to 5pm, priced BD27net with
soft drinks
BD35net
The
Bizarreand
Lounge
at Lewith
selected beverages.
The
Meridien
invites you to
a
little
guests
will
love
their
Latino dance party hosted
dedicated
buffet
and
the
by talented instructor Jaffar.
speciala activities
organized
Enjoy
chill atmosphere
by the
Bulbul
and
salsa
the Kids
nightClub
awayteam
to
exclusively
for
them!
contemporary Latin American
Call
77707070
for
more
music every Thursday from
details.– 2am.
10pm
For details, contact 17171144.
The Ritz-Carlton, Bahrain
hosts Tandoori Jugalbandi at
Nirvana every Thursday from
noon to 3pm for lunch or 7pm
to 11:30pm for dinner. Savour
an exotic spread of mouthCelebratekebabs
Mexico’s
watering
cooked to
Independence
DayMahipal
at the
perfection
by Chef
Four
Seasons
Hotel
Bahrain
Singh, priced at BD30net
Bay with of
ceviches,
tacos,
inclusive
select Indian
tortillas and quesadillas. This
beverages.
spectacular
buffet running
For
details, contact
from 1pm to 4pm will also
17586499.
include indulgent dishes like
the 16-hour
spiced
lamb
Savour
the best
of Japanese,
stew, slow-roasted
ribs and
Chinese
and Thai seafood
kingfish
fajitas.
Priced
at
every Thursday evening
BD30net
personpriced
including
from
7pmper
to 11pm,
at
soft beverages
andsoft
BD43net
BD25net
including
drinks
person
including
a
select
at Al Areen Palace and Spa’s
beverage
package. Children
Keizo
restaurant.
between
sixcontact
and 12, get a 50
For
details,
per
cent
discount.
17845000.
For reservations, call
17115500.
l Check out Mai’s review
of Four Seasons’ themed
brunch buffet on Page 11

Friday (August 30)
Check out Jumeirah Royal
Saray’s new brunch ‘The
Brasserie Way’ every Friday
from 1pm to 5pm, priced
BD27net with soft drinks
and
with selected
TakeBD35net
a trip through
Thai
beverages.
cuisine every Friday at
Call
for more
Gulf 77707070
Hotel’s Royal
Thai’s
details.
sumptuous buffet, with live
cooking counters serving
papaya salad, satays,
carvings and a selection of
fresh seafood. It’s priced
at BD15net for the buffet
inclusive of two select
beverages.
For more details, contact
17713000.
The Four Seasons Hotel
Bahrain
Bay isBahrain
hosting a
The Sheraton

Hotel hosts a special daily
buffet lunch from 12:30pm
to 3:30pm and dinner from
7:30pm to 11:30pm at Al Safir
Restaurant for BD10+++.
Ladies receive a 50 per cent
discount on the buffet every
Friday.
For details, contact
17533533.
Every Friday afternoon, Al
Areen’s Saffron Restaurant
welcomes you to its pool
barbecue buffet from 1pm
to 5pm, featuring modern
Friday
Brunch
with five
food
Khaleeji
and Indian
dishes,
stations
Arabic,
priced atserving
BD15net
including
Western,
India,
Japanese
soft drinks and pool access.
and
Chinesecall
delicacies,
at
For details,
17845000.
Bahrain Bay Kitchen from
1pm to 4pm. Priced BD30net
per person including soft
beverages and BD43net
person including a beverage
package. Children between
six and 12, get a 50 per cent
discount.
For reservations, call
17115500.
Brunch away at The
Harvesters at Crowne Plaza
Bahrain on Friday and enjoy
unlimited selected beverages
from 12:30pm to 4pm and
enjoy platters of international
mouth-watering cuisines
spread across two venues.
Priced at BD33net with
unlimited select beverages.
Call 17531122 for details.
Big Texas Barbeque & Waffle
House presents its ‘Small
Town, Throw Down’ brunch
– the only five-hour brunch in
the kingdom – from 11am to
Enjoy
4pm. ItAl-Waha’s
features aawardbuffet and
winning
buffetThere’s
of
specific brunch
table orders.
mouth-watering
also karaoke. delicacies
with
familyfor
every
Friday
Call your
17360063
details.
while you enjoy the live
tunes of the new QBA band
at the Gulf Hotel. It’s priced
at BD23net for the buffet
and BD29net for the select
beverage package.
For more details, contact
17713000.
Spend an unforgettable
day in the sand beach
infinity pool from 8 am until
sunset and embrace the
Latino vibes at the Reef
Resort’s Pool Delight. Spice
up your evening with a
variety of Latino cuisine and
entertainment all priced at
The
Sheraton
BD22+++
per Bahrain
person. Kids
Hotel
hostsyears
a special
daily
aged 6-12
old get
50
buffet
lunch
per cent
off. from 12:30pm
to
3:30pm
and
dinner
from
For bookings, call 13110110.
7:30pm to 11:30pm at Al Safir
Restaurant
forenjoy
BD10+++.
Families can
an
Ladies
receive
a 50 per
cent
international
brunch
buffet
at
discount
on the buffet
everyLa
the Ritz-Carlton,
Bahrain’s
Friday.
Med Restaurant every Friday
For
contact
fromdetails,
12:30pm
to 3:30pm. The
17533533.
price is BD30net for the soft
drinks package and BD38net
Every
for theFriday
select afternoon,
beveragesAl
Areen’s
package.Saffron Restaurant
welcomes
to its pool
For details,you
contact
barbecue
17586499.buffet from 1pm
to 5pm, featuring modern
Khaleeji
Indian dishes,
Bahrain’sand
Sweetest
Brunch
priced
at BD15net
including
takes place
every Friday
from

soft
drinks andat
pool
12:30pm-4pm
Le access.
Meridien
For
17845000.
Citydetails,
Centre call
Bahrain’s
Baharat
restaurant. Enjoy the awardBring
the
fam
to
Crowne
winning sweet and savoury
Plaza
Bahrain’s
La Mosaique
experience
for BD28net
Restaurant
fordrinks
the Family
including soft
and
Friday
Brunch
Buffet
from
water, or
BD40net
including
12:30pm
to 4:00pm and
selected beverages.
Live
enjoy
stations
packed
music from Twin Bandwith
food
from all over
the world,
accompanies
the fare.
Book
as
as a kids
cornerand
with
for well
10 people
or more
activities
designed
keep
receive 20
per centtodiscount.
your
little ones engaged
and
Call 17171144
for bookings.
entertained.
Priced
at
BD31net
with
Saturday (September 14)
unlimited select beverages.
Join the Gulf Hotel’s
Call 17531122 for details.
professional pastry chef
instructor for The Art of
Big Texas Barbeque & Waffle
Cooking class this Saturday
House presents its ‘Small
from 10:30am to noon for a
Town, Throw Down’ brunch
fluffy lesson in pastries with
– the only five-hour brunch in
Chef Daniel. Learn how to
the kingdom – from 11am to
cook delicious pastries from
4pm. It features a buffet and
a chef who has been doing
specific table orders. There’s
it around the world for the
also karaoke.
last 42 years and earn a
Call 17360063 for details.
certificate and apron. The
price per person is BD18net
including lunch.
For more details, contact
17713000.

Spice up your evening with
a Latino spirit infused with a
variety of seafood and poultry
marinated to perfection with
sides of salads and greens at
the Reef Resort’s Restaurant
and Lounge. Priced at
BD14+++ per person.
Enjoy a delectable selection
For bookings, call 13110110.
of handcrafted entrees, cakes
and magical milkshakes all
Bahrain’s Sweetest Brunch
day every day at the Furn
takes place every Friday from
Bistro and Bakery, while
12:30pm-4pm at Le Meridien
revelling in the Rotunda’s
City Centre Bahrain’s Baharat
ambience. Arabic afternoon
restaurant. Enjoy the awardtea is available from 3pm to
winning sweet and savoury
6pm. Or grab a coffee and
experience for BD28net
croissant to go for BD3 net.
including soft drinks and
For more information, call
water, or BD40net including
17171441.
selected beverages. Live
music from Twin Band
Spice up your weekly brunch
accompanies the fare. Book
with a culinary journey around
for 10 people or more and
Mexico at the Ritz-Carlton,
receive 20 per cent discount.
Bahrain’s Cantina Kahlo
Call 17171144 for bookings.
restaurant. The Brunch Fiesta
will be held from noon to
Families can enjoy a brunch
4pm, priced BD36.500net
buffet meal at the Ritzper person with select
Carlton, Bahrain’s La Med
beverages and BD23net per
Restaurant every Friday from
person with soft beverages.
12:30pm to 3:30pm. The price
Stick around for a separate
is BD30net for the soft drinks
special after brunch a la carte
package and BD38net for the
menu featuring Guacamole,
select beverages package.
Ensalada Verde, Ceviches,
For details, contact
Antojitos, Tacos and Churros.
For more details, contact
17586499 or email rc.bahrz.
restaurant.reservations@
ritzcarlton.com

17586499.
Enjoy the perfect afternoon
tea at the Jumeirah’s Palm
Saunter
the live
cooking
Lounge, past
indulging
your
inner
counters
the Gulf
chocolateataddict
withHotel’s
the
Royal
Thaiand
restaurant
dark, milk
chocolate
every
Friday
sample
fondues
and and
the gorgeously
the
papaya salads,
satays,
handcrafted
chocolate
carvings
a selection
pastries. and
Priced
at BD25net
of
main
courses.
Priced
at
for two people.
BD15net
percall
person
inclusive
For details,
77707070.
of two selected beverages.
For
moreatdetails,
contact
Lounge
InterContinental
17713000.
Regency Bahrain’s Legendz
Steakhouse and enjoy the
Lazy
Legendary
Lunch
Saturday
(August
31)in a
relaxed
setting every
Join
the cosy
Gulf Hotel’s
Saturday from
11:30am
professional
pastry
chef to
4pm. Priced
BD19net.
instructor
for at
The
Art of
For details,
callthis
17227777.
Cooking
class
Saturday
from 10:30am to noon for a
Check
out
the
Gulf
Hotel’s
fluffy lesson in pastries
with
Al Waha
Waleema
Chef
Daniel.
Learn Brunch,
how to
Al
Waha
Restaurant’s
new
cook delicious pastries from
Saturday
Brunch.
alook
chef
who hasArabic
been doing
Arabic
itExplore
aroundthe
theworld
worldoffor
the
food
culture
for
BD18+++.
last 42 years and earn a
For
more
details,
contact
certificate and apron. The
17713000.
price
per person is BD18net

including lunch.
Sunday
15)
For
more (September
details, contact
17713000.
Enjoy free dessert when you
have a three-course business
Enjoy
a delectable
selection
lunch at
Crowne Plaza’s
of
entrees, cakes
Lahandcrafted
Mosaique Restaurant.
and
magical
milkshakes
Available
from
Sunday toall
day
every from
day at
the to
Furn
Thursday
noon
4pm
Bistro
and Bakery,
For details,
contact while
17227777.
revelling in the Rotunda’s
ambience.
Feast on a Arabic
tasty afternoon
tea
is available Business
from 3pmlunch
to
Mediterranean
6pm.
grab
a coffee
and
amidstOrthe
busy
Seef district
croissant
to go
for BD
3 net.
at Jumeirah
Royal
Saray’s
Brasserie Royale from Sunday
to Thursday with a threecourse menu and delicious
options to choose from. Priced
at BD15net per person.
For more information and
reservation, contact 77707070
or email jrsb.brasserieroyale@
jumeirah.com
For more information, call
17171441.
Reef Resort’s lobby café
Chocolaterie is offering an
array of signature teas,
coffees, pastries and
delectable hand-made
chocolates Saturday to
Wednesday from 4pm to 6pm
with a net price of BD4.
For
details,
call 13110110.
Enjoy
Sundown
Grill at the
Ritz-Carlton, Bahrain’s Plums
Spice
up
your
weekly
brunch
from 7pm to 11.30pm every
with
a culinary journey around
Sunday.
Mexico
at thesteak
Ritz-Carlton,
Satisfy your
cravings
Bahrain’s
Cantina
Kahlo
with US Black
Angus,
restaurant.
This will
be held
Australian Kobe
Wagyu
and
from
noon
to
4pm,
priced
Irish grass-fed served
with
BD36.500net
per person
a side salad, tru¬ffle
fries,
with
selected
beverages
and
creamed
spinach
and sautéed
BD23net
perfor
person
withper
soft
mushrooms
BD38net
beverages.
Stick of
around
for a
person, inclusive
one grape
separate
special
after
brunch
beverage.
menu
featuring
For more
details,Guacamole,
contact
17586499 or email rc.bahrz.
restaurant.reservations@
ritzcarlton.com
What could beat the heat
better than spa treatments,
pool and beach time? Adding
in some indulgent cuisine
of course. Enjoy a relaxing
60-minute massage treatment
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THE Gulf Hotel welcomes
you to join the Thai Expo
SME One Fest today
and tomorrow at the
Gulf Convention Centre.
Featuring a combination of
shopping and commercial
opportunities, this is your
opportunity to see the
wares of around 120 Thai
businesses.
Thai Ambassador Thanis
Na Songkhla said, “We invite
everyone to experience
Thailand’s unique food,
of your choice, a 30-minute
facial and the afternoon
tea experience at the Four
Seasons Bahrain Bay for
a special price of BD95
(Regularly BD155). Or enjoy
just the afternoon tea, along
with gourmet bites every
day at the Bay View Lounge,
priced at BD 14.6net for one
guest and BD 26.7net for two
guests.
For details, call 17115000.

Enjoy a selection of
international and Middle
Eastern cuisine at Le Méridien
City Centre Bahrain’s Baharat
restaurant every Sunday
to Thursday from 12.30pm
to 3pm. The lunch buffet is
priced BD16net, the soup and
salad buffet is priced BD7net
and children aged six to 12
dine at half price.
For details, call 17171144.
Monday (September 16)
Relish four of the best pasta
recipes by Chef Perbellini

fashion, health, cosmetics,
spas and technology.” There
will be 23 fashion brands, 17
food makers and retailers,
four health businesses, 15
spa and cosmetics firms and
three technology players.
The expo is free for all
to attend and will include
fashion shows, music and
dance performances, live
cooking demonstrations and
food tasting.
“Tuk tuks will ferry visitors
from the car park to the

Embark on a menu-free
bespoke and interactive
culinary journey right at the
kitchen counter of the CUT
restaurant by Wolfgang Puck
at the Four Seasons Hotel
Bahrain Bay Bahrain. Doors

Or meet the chocolate lava
cake of your dreams, priced
at BD 2.5.
For details, contact 17531122.
Tuesday (September 17)
There is a Ladies Night
at the Gulf Hotel Bahrain
Convention & Spa every
Tuesday, where women
receive a 50 per cent discount
for the hotel’s lounges, spas
and restaurants, excluding
Rasoi by Vineet.
For details, contact
17713000 or email info@
gulfhotelbahrain.com

open at 7pm. Prices range
from BD48 – BD85 depending
on the number of courses and
the beverage pairings.
For details, contact 17115044.
Paint the town red with the
almost endless pizzabilities
at The Red Plate as you
enjoy all day specials every
Monday. Get two pizzas and a
select beverage for BD15net.
For more details, contact
17360061.

Enjoy a swim and mouthwatering breakfast every day
at Al Areen’s Rimal restaurant,
priced at BD9net including
soft drinks and pool access.
For more details, contact
17845000.

On September 27, for BD29net (or BD26net
for early bird bookings), enjoy your Friday
brunch as you enjoy the magical melodic
tribute from 12:30pm to 4pm.
The Gulf Hotel Bahrain’s marketing and
communications manager Ryan Advincula,
added: “The Sherlock Holmes is building
on the success of the AC/DC tribute and
building a legacy of bringing top notch tributes
to audiences in Bahrain. Our latest is Bon
Giovi where fans can experience Bon Jovi
favourites like Wild in the Streets and It’s My
Life as they join us for a drink or brunch.”
Book your tickets now at http://pay.
gulfhotelbahrain.com/events/

Enjoy Taco Tuesdays at
The Ritz-Carlton, Bahrain’s
Cantina Kahlo from 6pm
to 10pm. Choose from 10
varieties of tacos for BD22net
per person. It’s also inclusive
of one selected beverage.
For more details, contact
17586499 or email rc.bahrz.
restaurant.reservations@
ritzcarlton.com

Enjoy the afternoon every
day at Crowne Plaza’s
Cappucino’s Café. Experience
a unique feast tea featuring
tea selections with delightful
sweet creations. Priced at BD
6.415 for two hot beverages.

Feast on a bounty of seafood
delights and enjoy weekly
specials at the La Mosaique
Restaurant at the Crowne
Plaza Hotel every Tuesday
from 7pm to 11pm. Priced
at BD18net for the soft drink
package and BD25net for the
select beverages package.
For details, contact 17531122.
The Four Seasons Hotel
Bahrain’s Bay View Lounge
invites you to enjoy the Folia
plant-based menu developed
by renowned chef Matthew
Kenney and HRH Prince
Khaled bin Alwaleed bin Talal,
featuring truly ethical and
wholesome vegetarian dining
that will satisfy carnivores,
herbivores and omnivores
alike.
For details, contact
17115500.
Try out the uniquely offbeat
treats at Chocolaterie and
experience luxurious evenings
at Reef Resort with an array
of signature teas, coffees,
pastries and delectable handmade chocolates Tuesday
to Sunday, accompanied by
the most stunning views of
the sea and city. Priced at
BD8+++
For details, call 13110110.

EVERYONE over the age of six is invited to
be a part of the fifth annual Family Biathlon
on September 20, 2019 at 4pm at the ART
Rotana. Help support the Bahrain Cancer
Society and join over 700 participants and
spectators for this legendary event to test
your physical limits or support the brave
swimming runners.
Those above the age of 16 can take part
in the main biathlon, aiming to swim 600
metres and run for 5km, while those from six
to 12 and 12 – 15 are welcome to participate
in shortened biathlons, 150 metres plus
1km run and 300 metres swim plus 3km run
respectively. There is a 4km walkathon that
is open to all interested.

DESIGNED for your absolute relaxation, the Lagoon
Beach boasts serene views from sunrise till sunset and
is one of Reef Clubhouse’s most scenic spots in the
kingdom.
Enjoy their Pre-Launch Special and relax and unwind
every day until Sunday. From its original price of BD20
net/person down to BD10 net/person redeemable at
the food savoury area, guests can enjoy Lagoon Beach
facilities while children under five are free of charge.
Located at the Reef Island, the scenic Clubhouse &
Lagoon Beach are perfectly positioned overlooking the
panoramic view of Bahrain skyline where guests can
create memories with loved ones aboard the Lagoon
Moon floating restaurant as they witness the striking
view.
For inquiries, call 77900700.
GULF Hotel is pleased to invite Bahrain to
experience BON GIOVI, the most authentic
tribute to rock legends Bon Jovi at the
Sherlock Holmes on September 26 and 27.
Fronted by Jon Bon Jovi impersonator Gary
Williams, BON GIOVI are the World’s Premier
look-alike and sound alike tribute to the New
Jersey rockers. The band has performed
internationally in and around the Middle
East, Russia, UK, Turkey, Greece, Germany,
Belgium, Spain, France and Ireland.
Dan Smith, organiser of the SomerRock
Festival in Bridgwater, England, said:
“Without a doubt, they are the best Bon Jovi
tribute out there. The attention to detail is
incredible, the band recreate and capture Bon
Jovi in every possible way! I have booked
Bon Giovi several times and can’t thank them
enough for keeping thousands of Bridgwater
people entertained and leaving my events
amazed! These guys are more than just a
tribute.”
On September 26, for BD10net which
includes one select beverage, enjoy an
evening concert with the band, with doors
opening at 7pm.
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convention centre, to give
them a feel of being in
Thailand,” added Sudsiam
Suriyod, president of the
Thai club.
This expo will be followed
by the Amazing Thailand
Health and Wellness Road
Show, taking place at the
same venue from Monday
to September 18, expected
to attract More than 100
travel trade representatives
specialising in the health and
wellness sector.

every Monday with a delightful
degustation at Gulf Hotel’s La
Pergola. The menu features
a selection of Spaghetti with
pesto & calamari, homemade
gnocchi with tomato & basil,
deconstructed lasagne
moderna with beef ragout
and much more! Priced at
BD10+++.
For more details, contact
17713000.
The Ritz-Carlton, Bahrain’s
Mamma Mia Mondays
at Primavera will include
a new menu featuring a
selection of traditional pizza
and pasta. Amongst the
choices are Pizza Diavola,
Pizza Regina and Pizza ai
Funghi, homemade spaghetti
carbonara, tonarelli cacio
e pepe and tagliatelle alla
Bolognese. The cost is BD19
for one pizza and one pasta.
For more details, contact
17586499 or email rc.bahrz.
restaurant.reservations@
ritzcarlton.com

www.gulfweekly.com

SPREAD across three of
InterContinental Regency
Bahrain’s finest restaurants
is the unforgettable
Brunchism experience, a
brunch buffet featuring live
food stations and culinary
choices from around the
world, accompanied by
live entertainment and
kids activities. Every week
the brunch will bring you
something new to experience
in the form of art, music or
fashion so there is always
something new to look
forward to.
When the weather gets
cooler, the brunch will open
access to pool area to guests,
which will then add a newer
venue to the brunch, with
food and music around the
pool area.
So, come and enjoy the
brunch because Brunch is

cheaper than therapy! The
brunch is priced at BD22net
for the soft drink package and
the BD32net for the select
beverage package.
But that is not all, if you want
to continue your weekend

therapy, you can join the party
post brunch at the Elements
Pool & Lounge or Downtown
Bar from 4pm to 6pm, priced
at only BD 8 net for unlimited
select beverages.
Call 17227777 for details.
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THE OLDEST, MOST
ESTABLISHED
TRAVEL TRADE
PUBLICATION
IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Your daily dose of the latest TRAVEL AnD TouRISM nEwS
delivered to your inbox everyday
Sign up today! www.ttnworldwide.com/NewsletterSubscription

Jalal’s timely tips on the latest trends
RENOWNED Chinese actor and model Hu Bing is the new
global brand ambassador for Swiss watch brand CORUM.
Over the years, Hu has not only been popular in Chinese
films and TV, but has also been enjoying a high-profile
status on the international fashion stage. His style and
attitude perfectly embody the labels ‘Craft Your Dreams’
philosophy.
Hu said: “CORUM is a pioneer in watchmaking. As a fan of
the brand, I am very honoured to be their global ambassador.
“CORUM has positioned itself at the forefront of watch
industry by creating a number of iconic collections in the
past 63 years. This proves that ‘Craft Your Dreams’ is not
merely a slogan, but a belief in continuous exploration and a
determination to go beyond itself.”
Hu, along with the designers, aims to inspire more people to
explore the unfathomed time mysteries in the world of fine
watchmaking.

Get ready for autumn
B

RITISH brand
Marks & Spencer
is embracing
all things 70s and folk
inspired to create a
vibrant bohemian Fall
fashion line.
The autumn and winter
collection boasts an array of
chic causal and formal wear
fit for any occasion including

FASHION

By MAI AL KHATIB-CAMILLE
mai.alkhatib@gulfweekly.com

trench coats and suits in
classic gingham, avant-garde
style dresses adorned in
beautiful paisley prints to
stylish midi dresses with floral
and silk.
This season the basics
have been redefined through

feminine shapes and playful
styling details, while denim
emerges as a hero fabric.
From the wide leg cropped
jeans and the skinny jegging,
to dresses and classic jackets
– this wardrobe staple has
been championed throughout.
In addition, trousers and
skirts are seen in distinctive
prints, while nomad-inspired

outfits form a key part of
the collection. Mixing,
juxtaposing and reassembling
prints is key next season and
will ensure women are one
step ahead of the fashion pack.
Shoppers snapping up
jeggings, leggings and
jumpers from this line will
appreciate the UK retailer’s
use of StaySoft technology

embedded in these articles
of clothing. It keeps it soft
wash after wash. Meanwhile
essential jersey tops feature
StayNew™ technology so
after each wash, pieces are
guaranteed to look new
every time.
There is a Marks &
Spencer in City Centre
Bahrain and Seef Mall.
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AMILIES are in for
a special treat at
the Four Seasons
Hotel Bahrain Bay as
the five-star property
has launched a series of
brunches to kickstart the
Autumn season and give
new meaning to fabulous
‘Fri-Yays’!
The Bahrain Bay Kitchen
has been racking up rave
reviews in the hospitality
industry for its vibrant, bubbly
and bountiful brunches. It’s
transformed Friday afternoons
into a fun family past time
where children could feast
and play while mum and dad
unwind with friends after a
long work week.
The restaurant makes
sure to deliver that carefree
Friday feeling by focusing on
dishing out delicious food,
providing constant care and
entertaining guests all the
while maintaining an upbeat
and lively atmosphere.
Every whim is answered,
keeping smiles glued onto
faces and sounds of laughter
echoing throughout the chic
and airy restaurant which
was conceived by renowned
French designer Pierre-Yves
Rochon.
And while summer is ending,
things are still heating up in
the Bahrain Bay Kitchen with
sizzling brunches to celebrate
the upcoming festive vibes.
The brunch-themed bonanzas
include Back to School,
Mexican and Oktoberfest. The
hotel’s executive chef Hyung
Gyu Kim said: “To say I am
excited about these upcoming
events is an understatement.
Crafting menus and creating
a special atmosphere for
important cultural occasions
is one of the most inspiring
parts of being a chef and it’s a
pleasure and a privilege to do
so at our beautiful hotel.
“My team and I will be
pulling out all the stops
to bring the special Four
Seasons touch to these
wonderful celebrations and
we look forward to creating

Brunch for all seasons

BUZZIN’: Brunchers enjoying the Back-to-School theme, below, left, Chef Imad, and, right, restaurant and lobby manager Fabian Apel
GOURMET REPORT

By MAI AL KHATIB-CAMILLE
mai.alkhatib@gulfweekly.com

both exceptional cuisine and
cherished moments for our
guests.”
My husband, Sam and I, put
the restaurants Back to School
brunch to the test and they
passed with flying colours.
The spacious venue featured
a tiny frame cut out at the
entrance for children to pose
behind with a colourful
balloon background for
parents to capture pretty
pictures of them.
There was also a crafts and
activities fun area for children
as well as a donut stand, an
ice cream cart and a kunafa
section.
As the waiting staff and
kitchen team buzzed about
preparing the culinary arena
to welcome a flock of Friday
followers, the SmoothMood
Project, featuring singer
Vasia Marinou and singer
and instrumentalist Giannis
Evlogimenos, were warming

up their vocal chords.
The duo’s dynamic
performance is said to be
based on pre-recorded backing
tracks resulting in a unique
live acoustic duet full of
drums, bass and brass. Their
sound features a repertoire of
genres including jazz, Latin,
pop, soul, funk, rhythm and
blues, disco and Rock ‘n’ Roll.
Sam and I were seated
nearby the sliding doors that
lead onto the breathtakingly
beautiful terrace that features
an additional 42 seats. I was
in awe of the waiting team
as they assisted guests, in
particular, Benadicto Maina.
He went above and beyond
to make sure every diner was
comfortable and content.
There is a buffet set-up
boasting several stations
serving Middle Eastern,
International, Indian, Japanese
and Chinese delicacies. There
are also live cooking stations
such as the Ceviche corner
and the satay section as well as
extensive dessert and beverage

options.
As we weaved past tables
and booths full of blissful
brunchers, we bumped
into executive pastry Chef
Imad Boukli who shared his
thoughts.
The Syrian chef, who
specialises in pastries, baked
goods and desserts, said: “We
went overboard with our
chocolate treats. For example,
we created a school bus made
of chocolate in the dessert
section.
“There is also a ton of lobster
and shrimp that will most
probably distract people’s
attention as they saunter onto
another section.
“There are live cooking
stations as well including
Italian, Indian and
International. We also offer
lots of sushi. The sushi
variety gets bigger and better
for our brunch. We have a
specialised sushi chef making
it a signature element for our
brunch.”
While the sushi and seafood

section was an eyeful, the meat
corner is what attracted our
gaze and we moseyed on over
there tummies grumbling and
with plates ready to be filled.
We piled on the slow roast
beef brisket and lamb leg,
BBQ sausages and grilled
steaks as well as some grilled
lamb chops before making our
way back. During that mini
trek to our table, we passed
by the salad section which
included an array of leafy
greens and zesty veggies such
as tabouleh, fatoush, Greek
salad, Thai mango salad,
marinated octopus and more.
After we finished from the
turf, we moved onto the surf
and plated an assortment of
Bahraini poached prawns and
poached Omani lobster tails,
a mixture of sushi rolls such
as spicy tuna and California
maki, as well as salmon
sashimi. It was a delightful
under the sea experience. The
aquatic journey continued with
refreshing, summery ceviche
plated in what looked like a

rock-style avocado-shaped
bowl.
As we gobbled up our
meals, Vasia sang and swayed
between tables, keeping guests
entertained. And although
the miniature cakes and
macaroons looked delectable,
we went for a traditional route
and ended the afternoon with a
bowl of warm and cosy Umm
Ali. Lunchboxes were handed
out to the little ones to take
home as a memento of the day.
The Mexican Brunch,
designed to celebrate Día
de la Independencia , will
be held on Friday from 1pm
to 4pm. Priced BD30net
inclusive of soft beverages
and BD43net inclusive of
extended beverages, it will
feature classic dishes including
ceviches, sopas, tacos,
antojera, quesadillas, spiced
lamb stew, kingfish fajitas and
more.
Oktoberfest will be held on
September 27. Children below
six eat for free, while those
aged between six and 12 will
receive 50 per cent savings.
Also during this month, the
hotel is offering 20 per cent
savings on adult food packages
for all groups booking with
children under 12.
For details, call the hotel on
17115500.
l Scan the QR code below
to watch Mai’s experiece and
interview with Chef Imad.

Subscribe to GulfWeekly’s YouTube Channel.
Video by: Sam Camille
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Shining a light on m
M

ARINERS across
the kingdom are
congregating
almost every weekend in
September and October
to compete in a series of
pearl-diving, fishing and
boating competitions as
part of the second edition
of the Nasser bin Hamad
Marine Heritage Season.
The season, which started
on August 3 and will end on
October 26, is being organised
by the Bahrain Inherited
Traditional Sports Committee
under the oversight of the
Bahrain Olympic Committee
with the patronage of His
Highness Shaikh Nasser
bin Hamad Al Khalifa,
Representative of His Majesty
the King for Charity Works and
Youth Affairs and Chairman of
the Supreme Council for Youth
and Sports.
The aim of the three-month
event is to preserve Bahrain’s
marine heritage through
traditional and inherited
maritime sports and activities.
Ahmed Almalki, who is
part of the heritage season’s
organising committee and
in-charge of the pearl-diving
competition, said: “Last year,
pearl diving was open to only
free divers. This year, because
of the feedback we received,
we decided to open it up to
scuba divers as well. The
first three weeks of the pearl
diving competition were still
reserved for the traditional
free divers, but for the other
four weeks, the competition is
focused on modern pearl diving
techniques.”
The organisers also found
that due to events being held
simultaneously last year,
many people who would have
competed in all three were
forced to choose one. This time
around, the competition was
staggered so that pearl diving
took place primarily during
the first leg of the season with
the final competition slated
for this weekend. The fishing
competition will take place this
weekend and next, with the
traditional boat racing starting

COMMUNITY REPORT

By NAMAN ARORA
naman@gulfweekly.com

next weekend and running until
the end of October.
As a result, this year, 15-25
teams competed every week
with each team comprising of
three to six divers. The island’s
first female competitive oyster
chucker and this week’s front
page star, Noor Showaiter
and her family, have been
one of these teams during the
modern technique pearl diving
competitions
Every week, BD8,700 is up
for grabs in the pearl diving
competition with the winning
team taking home BD2,000.
The teams are judged based on

the weight of the pearls in their
haul. Divers have been waking
up as early as 4am to go out to
the sea, reaching as far as 25
nautical miles off the northern
coast, weather permitting.
On windier days, like this
past Saturday, they were not
able to go out as far, scouring
the shallow waters for oysters.
Each team brings back 3,000
to 4,000 oysters every week,
sitting together afterwards for
nearly four hours to shuck the
oysters, hoping to see a glint or
two of the elusive pearl.
Sometimes, teams luck out
and find clusters of them
together which will someday
be the centrepiece of a
necklace adorning the nape of

a lucky lady.
After all the oysters are
shucked, teams collect their
spoils and bring them for
review to Ahmed Mattar, the
tawash/pearl trader who weighs
and grades them, based on
weight.
On an individual pearl basis,
typically a tawash uses the
chow, calculated by squaring
the carat weight and then
multiplying by 0.65185.
However, in this competition,
since it was a team effort,
prizes were awarded based
on total weight, measured in
grams or traditionally, mithqals
(roughly equivalent to 4.25
grams).
Ahmed said: “Sometimes,
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maritime traditions
MARINE MANIA: Flashback to
last year’s festival and, right, HM
King Hamad with Shaikh Khalid

you only get seed pearls.
Sometimes, there are larger
pearls. One week, we got as
much as 2.5 mithqals (roughly
10g) from a team, but some
weeks, it’s difficult to crack
even half a mithqal. It all
depends on the sea, weather
and luck.”
According to the Marine
Heritage Season’s Instagram
page, this past weekend’s
winner Yusuf Yaqoob Yusuf
nabbed 3.406gm worth of
pearls and took home BD2,000,
with the second place winner
Ahmed Abdulla Al Thawadi
taking home BD1,500 and
third place winner Mohammed
Hassan Al Ruwaie taking home
BD1,200.

These prizes come at the
behest of His Majesty King
Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa. At
the closing ceremonies of last
year’s season, His Majesty
the King gave directives to
His Highness Shaikh Khalid
bin Hamad Al Khalifa, First
Deputy Chairman of the
Supreme Council of Youth and
Sports and President of Bahrain
Olympic Committee, to
increase the prizes in the next
marine heritage festivals and
seasons to motivate participants
and revive Bahrain’s rich
marine heritage, as reported by
the Bahrain News Agency.
Over the duration of the
seven weeks, BD60,900 will
be given away to the winners

of the competition. The
traditional methods first place
finishers of the Al Hayr Pearl
diving and Oyster competition
were awarded the cups of His
Highness Shaikh Hamdan
bin Nasser Al Khalifa, His
Highness Shaikh Abdullah
bin Khalid Al Khalifa and His
Highness Shaikh Mohammed
bin Nasser Al Khalifa.
The modern methods
first place finishers of the
competition series have so far
won the cups of Shaikh Faisal
bin Khalid Al Khalifa, Shaikh
Hamad bin Nasser Al Khalifa
and Shaikh Khalid bin Hamad
Al Khalifa.
This weekend, the Shaikh
Nasser bin Hamad Al

Khalifa Cup, will be the final
competition of the pearl diving
segment of the competition
and will kick off the fishing
competition.
The fishing competition will
bring together mariners seeking
five varieties of Bahrain’s
aquatic citizens – the kingfish
or king mackerel, hamour,
barracuda, emperor fish and
cobia.
Teams will head out to
designated fishing waters for
24 hours and try to bring in
the biggest entrant for each
category and nab one or more
of the top 15 prizes – three for
each of the five fish categories.
And the hugely popular ‘Al
Shahoof’ competition – races
in traditional shahoof wooden
boats manned by 10 sailors and
guided by an 11th will cap off
the season. There will be five
preliminary races, each race
in honour of one of Shaikh
Nasser’s or Shaikh Khalid’s
sons.
The races will start at
Shaikh Khalifa bin Salman
Park in Hidd where all the
competitions have taken place
and finish at the National
Museum.
HM the King is expected to
watch the races for the 3km
Shaikh Nasser Cup and the
2km Shaikh Khalid Cup, on
October 26, from the National
Museum, before bestowing an
as-yet unannounced top prize
on the winning teams.
Seventeen teams are expected
to participate, each with 15
members, 11 on the boat and
four spare to vie for this honour
as well as the BD10,500 in
weekly prizes.
Perhaps more importantly,
the event, as well as the entire
maritime heritage season has
rejuvenated interest among
the youth in traditional and
inherited sports.
Noor, for example, said: “The
sea is part of our tradition. I
have always been fascinated
by it and this competition gave
me the push I needed to get
my license and try something
different for me, but part of my
legacy.”
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Property Weekly
A guide to the best properties home and abroad - by Mai Al Khatib-Camille

A cosy and comfy dwelling
A

spacious two bedroom apartment is
available for rent in Busaiteen’s The
Plus Tower boasting views of the
area and fine finishes.
The apartment, which has a built-up area of
128sqm, features a spacious living and dining
room along with an open-plan kitchen. There is
also a guest closet.
The bedrooms include built-in wardrobes and
ensuite bathrooms. There are wall to ceiling
windows offering residents an abundance of
natural lighting.
As for amenities, there is a gym, a roof top
swimming pool with a quaint seating area, a
lounge area and a concierge service. There is also
around the clock security and one designated
parking per apartment.
The 13-storey residential building, developed
by Bin Faqeeh, features 71 studios, seven onebedroom apartments, five two-bedrooms and four
three-bedrooms. The tower is situated near Shaikh
Hamad Bin Isa Causeway, King Hamad Hospital
and RCSI College.

FACTS AT A GLANCE
Location: Busaiteen, The Plus Tower
Reference number: AP956
Rental price: BD1,600
Living rooms: 1
Bedrooms: 2
Bathrooms: 2
Additional information: There is a gym, a
swimming pool and a concierge service.
For further information call Star Real Estate at 17298210.

FREEHOLD | SALE | RENT RESIDENCES
FOR SALE! BRAND NEW APARTMENT NEXT TO ISA TOWN GATE
Spacious Property Features:
En suite master bedroom, 2 bedrooms share a
bathroom, spacious living/dining area welcoming
guests, closed kitchen and a maid's room, fully
finished, with flooring throughout, air conditioning
units and a fully fitted kitchen with appliances, 2
allocated parking spaces are provided for each flat,
elevator, garbage chute, high-quality soundproof
windows.
Starting Price: BHD 65,000 – Ref: AP733

FOR SALE! FREEHOLD BRAND NEW APARTMENT MINUTES FROM SEEF

DILMUNIA, EASTERN NEIGHBORHOOD

FOR SALE! FREEHOLD
RESIDENTIAL LANDS

Spacious Property Features:
Open plan kitchen, living and dining area, 1 ensuite bedroom, 1 guest toilet, balcony with a city
view, one car parking, 24 hour security, outdoor
rooftop swimming pool, ladies and gent's gym.

Starting Price: BHD 47,000 – Ref: AP869

FOR RENT FULLY FURNISHED INCLUSIVE FLAT IN ZINJ
Fully Furnished Flat Features:

Price Per Square Feet: from BHD 22.5 - 24.5
Plot Area:

from 529 - 743 Sqm

Total Price:

from BHD 131,000 - 188,000

Classification:

RA

View our listing in the classified section of the GDN

Fully fitted open plan kitchen, 2 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, rent is inclusive of electricity and
water bill (BD 30 cap), 1 car parking.

Rent Price: BHD 390 – Ref: AP887

FREE Find-a-Property Services T: +973 1729 8210 E: admin@starrealestate.bh

starrealestate

www.starrealestate.bh
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InteriorsWeekly
Your guide to the best in furnishing and design

S

AUDI Arabian
artists Reem
Alsubiy and her
mother Dahana Salem
will showcase several
creations at the Year of
Tolerance Art Exhibition
held by 2XL Furniture &
Home Décor.
The duo, who have been
captivating art lovers with
their pieces, aim to spread
the message of peace and
hope, alongside 100 leading
and emerging, local and
international talets. Their
pieces are also making
statements in people’s
homes.
Reem, a painter
and sculptor, said:
“We all know that
love and understanding
are the most important
and powerful aspects of
communication.
From the
beginning of
time, the human
race witnessed
war and hatred in
many forms, as
much as it had its
share of love
and peace.
The fact
that humans

Art for love and peace
have been faced by the same
problem can’t be ignored, yet
there will always be a hunger
and desire for peace.”
Reem will be showcasing a
series of colourful paintings
regarding diversity and living
in peace through women
depicted in several forms.
“The ladies in my paintings
are caring and
different kinds of
species,” explained
Reem. “While some of
them are stronger, others
are weaker, yet both coexist. Therefore, in my
theme I’m focusing
on the idea that
differences
between
creatures
wouldn’t be an
obstacle for them
to live peacefully,
only if they
were
raised in
peace.

“My duty as an artist is
to stand strong holding the
message of peace, delivering
peace from my heart to other
people’s hearts. I believe that
whatever comes from the

heart will always find its way
to hearts.”
The subjects in Dahana’s
works are equally bold and
meaningful. Dahana added:
“Hope, love, peace and

SocialScene

Back to school

understanding are key to
build a strong and beautiful
future for the human race. I
believe that art has the power
to deliver any message and
what makes my paintings

unique is their ability to
connect with people and
touch their soul.”
Their paintings will be
displayed at the show from
today until Saurday at the
2XL store on Al Wasl Road
in Jumeirah from 10am to
10pm and on Friday from
2:30pm to 11pm.

Training success
BATELCO hosted a
‘Back to School’ internal
initiative under its CSR
programme ‘Nasna’ to
support the Tree of Life
Social Charity Society.
Telecom staff donated
school supplies including
bags, lunch boxes and
stationery to orphans and
families in need in order
to help them have a joyful
start to the school term
and ensure that they are
fully prepared for the academic year ahead.

EBRAHIM K Kanoo
has successfully
completed an intensive vehicles mechanical technology
training programme
for technical trainers of the Bahrain
Training Institute
(BTI). The five day
course was created
in cooperation with
Toyota as part of
the Toyota Technical Education Programme (T-TEP).

Fun day
GULF AIR, in
collaboration with Gulf
Aviation Academy and
Bahrain Airport Services,
organised a ‘Kids
Day’ for its staff in the
airline’s headquarters in
Muharraq.
All employees brought
along their children
for a fun-filled day that
included activities as
well as airline related
exercises such as
plane evacuation,
fire and smoke safety
procedures.
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SocialScene

Your daily dose of the latest TRAVEL AnD TouRISM nEwS
delivered to your inbox everyday
Sign up today! www.ttnworldwide.com/NewsletterSubscription

Why wait a month! Join Social Scene every week

Dive time

In focus

TAMKEEN (Labour Fund) announced a major revamp of
the evaluation and support mechanisms and procedures
of the training and certification programmes. The updates
encompass Tamkeen’s key training support initiatives
such as the professional certifications and basic skills
programmes as well as the training support provided under
the Training and Wage Support Programme for enterprises.

KHALED Al Romaihi is the second winner of Seef Mall’s
Shop 4 Cash campaign which includes several draws that
total BD100,000 in cash. The campaign runs until the end of
December.

BAHRAIN Association of Banks (BAB) chief executive officer
Dr Waheed Al Qassim met Bank of Jordan-Bahrain’s (BOJ)
wholesale banking chief executive officer Salam Gamoah
to discuss further support to its recently established branch
in Bahrain.
THE Rotary club
of Salmaniya
held its regular
lunch meeting
at the Golden
Tulip Hotel. The
guest speaker
was Batelco’s
head of Cyber
Security in
Abubakar Arshad who spoke
about Cyber
Security in the
Digital World.

THE Minister of Industry, Commerce
and Tourism (MOICT), Zayed R Al Zayani,
officially inaugurated the world’s largest
underwater theme park, Dive Bahrain. It
was announced by HH Shaikh Abdullah bin

Banking solutions
ITHMAAR Bank
announced plans for
an upgrade that will
improve its customers’
banking experience.
The announcement
follows the formal
appointment of
one of the world’s
leading banking
solutions experts to
help implement a
Customer Relationship
Management platform
upgrade.

Delegation visit
ARAB Fertilizer Association
(AFA) chairman Dr Awad AlSaber Mabrouk visited Gulf
Petrochemical Industries
Company (GPIC) alongside
several members of the
AFA Board. The delegation
were briefed on GPIC’s
carbon dioxide recovery
project as well as the
programmes and activities
of the Learning and
Leadership Academy and
the eLearning Centre.

Project launch
THE Royal College of Surgeons in
Ireland – Medical University of Bahrain
(RCSI Bahrain) launched a campus
sustainability project aimed at improving
the quality of campus life while reducing
its environmental impact. Staff and
students have been encouraged to
participate in a series of projects which
kicked-off with the launch of RCSI
Bahrain Green Week earlier this year. The
‘Turn it Off’ campaign was also launched
to reduce unnecessary electricity usage
on campus by making a conscious effort
to switch off lights and appliances when
not in use. Other plans in line for the
coming months and years include a solar
energy project, paperless operations and
composting.

Hamad Al Khalifa, Personal Representative
of His Majesty the King and President of
the Supreme Council for Environment.
The opening follows the completion of
the initial phase of the project, comprised

of submerging a 70-meter long Boeing
747, 20m-22m below the water north of
Bahrain to become the first attraction of
the 100,000sqm theme park area, was
completed.
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Canada okays $27bn complex

Aramco plans to spend $334bn

Arabian pipes_32590

75-page annual review (Pg 5rev.pdf
to 79)
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25 days.
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The court agreed with bond trustee Bank of New York Mellon Corp.
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Movie-loving Subidita Bhattacharya checks out the big screen releases on show in a cinema near you

Bite-sized trailer
Berlin, I Love You
DIRECTORS: Dianna Agron,
Peter Chelsom
CAST:Keira Knightley, Helen
Mirren, Luke Wilson
PLOT: Latest installment of the
Cities of Love series (Paris, je
t’aime / New York, I Love You /
Rio, Eu Te Amo), this collective
feature-film is made of ten
stories of romance set in the
German capital.
SHOWING IN: Seef II, Wadi
Al Sail

Light of My Life
DIRECTOR: Casey Affleck
CAST:Anna Pniowsky, Casey
Affleck, Tom Bower

IT stretches long
T

HE ‘final exam on horror’ IT
Chapter Two is an Endgamelong-epic. It’s a funhouse
horror flick – cruel with some
laughs. Moreover, it’s a drama
mix of fear, friendship and finding
true love. But, what it really lacks
is the fright factor. IT scares
less, match-cuts and CGIs more.
Occasionally, it is repetitive,
predictable and boring. I simply
can’t take IT anymore.
The Argentinean director Andy
Muschietti (IT, Mama) and screenwriter
Gary Dauberman (IT, the Annabelle
films) follow-up to 2017’s highestgrossing horror film of all time IT, an
adaptation of Stephen King’s 1986
novel of the same name.
Evil resurges in Derry as six adults
reunite the ‘Losers Club’ to face and
conquer their deepest fears to destroy
Pennywise – the malevolent clown spirit
that terrorised them as children.
Twenty seven years have passed since
the tragic events and there’s evidence
of Pennywise’s (Bill Skarsgård) return.
So Mike (Isaiah Mustafa), who stayed
back in his hometown researching at the
library about the monster’s origins, calls
his old friends and asks them to return
to Derry, Maine. Only together can they
‘finish it for good’.
The grown-up Losers had all gone
their separate ways. They tried to
forget everything about their cursed
hometown. Bill (James McAvoy)
has gone on to become a big-shot
Hollywood writer whose latest book
is being adapted into a film; only his
endings aren’t ‘happy’.

IT CHAPTER TWO
STARRING: Jessica Chastain,
James McAvoy, Bill Hader
DIRECTOR: Andy Muschietti
GENRE: Horror
RATING: PG
RUNTIME: 169 Mins

Beverly (Jessica Chastain) had an
abusive relationship with her father and
is still in an abusive relationship with
her husband. Richie (Bill Hader) is a
stand-up comedian. His sharp comic
timing even in the creepiest moments is
the best thing in the entire film. Eddie
(James Ransone) remains a neurotic
hypochondriac who’s married to a
‘motherly’ woman. And Ben (Jay Ryan)
still has a secret crush on Beverly and is
a hunky, wealthy architect.
The casting is so spot-on we
automatically connect to the children
back in the summer of 1989. Perhaps
they were more grownup in the coming
of age story than the grown-ups in their

40s, who sometimes behave childishly.
Once the characters are introduced
by giving each of the club members an
extended moment, Mike asks them to
find “tokens” from that summer – the
most important items to be used in
a ritual to defeat Pennywise for life.
Each member’s individual quests look
ridiculous which could’ve been separate
horror shorts for an open-ended TV
series.
The ever-menacing Bill has redefined
the character of Pennywise aka IT,
who we’ve seen before in 1990 TV
miniseries played by Tim Curry. Bill
is a brilliant physical performer in
every shape and nature. Other ghoulish
creatures are less classy, in fact
disgusting, mostly creates jack-in-thebox-scares. But moments like a weird
movement by an elderly woman (played
by Joan Gregson) in the dark hallway,
a crowded funfair in a surreal bright
sunny daylight or a single red balloon
floating in the sky are chilling.
The scariest part of Chapter Two
perhaps is the opening scene with a
brutal, bone-crunching attack on Adrian
Mellon, played by filmmaker Xavier
Dolan. The violent hate crime reminded
viewers of a horrendous real-life murder
in Bangor in 1984 in which Charlie
Howard was murdered by three local
teenagers for being different. They
threw him off the State Street Bridge
into the Kenduskeag Stream canal.
Was there any killer clown in Bangor’s
sewers too?

SUBIDITA’S VERDICT

1 popcorn – stay home
5 popcorns – start queuing

PLOT: Parent and child
journey through the outskirts
of society a decade after a
pandemic has wiped out half
the world’s population. As a
father struggles to protect
his child, their bond, and
the character of humanity, is
tested.
SHOWING IN: Seef II, Wadi Al Sail

Angel Has Fallen
DIRECTOR: Ric Roman
Waugh
CAST:Gerard Butler, Morgan
Freeman, Piper Perabo
PLOT: Secret Service agent
Mike Banning is framed for the
attempted assassination of the
President and must evade his
own agency and the FBI as he
tries to uncover the real threat.
SHOWING IN:City Centre,
Oasis Juffair, Seef I, Wadi Al
Sail, Saar

imdb movie charts
Current
Position

Title

Weekend
Takings

Gross
to date

1

IT Chapter Two

$91M

$91M

2

Angel Has Fallen

$6M

$53M

3

Good Boys

$5M

$67M

4

The Lion King

$4M

$529M

5

Overcomer

$4M

$25M

6

Fast & Furious Presents:
Hobbs & Shaw

$4M

$164M

7

The Peanut Butter Falcon $2M

$12M

8

Scary Stories to Tell in
the Dark

$2M

$62M

9

Ready or Not

$2M

$26M

10

Dora and the Lost City of
Gold

$2M

$54M
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Ladies, are being hurt? Or abused?

Help is available.
(domestic violence
or sexual violence)

Call us!

3844 7588 Helpline

Visit us!
American Mission
Hospital

Open 24 hours. Free and confidential. All women welcome.

Follow Stan
on Twitter @stanszecowka
Follow Mai on Instagram
@mai_gone_wild
and GulfWeekly @gulfweekly
Your views make all the difference – email: mai.alkhatib@gulfweekly.com
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You don’t know me; I know you, I know
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‘whisperer’. I am socially mobile: Arab, Brit,
Indian, Pakistani, American and the rest, they all
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they
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wasplastic
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a start? He
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day. Although he never
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met Mai, itJamie,
took nothing
out of his day to wish someone a happy birthday.
Mai appreciated it and is thankful
for hisdomains
randomto
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to explore
kindness.
mould decisions. It helps
Nesto, there should be moreyou
big evolve
heartedinto
people
like
a person
you. Well done!
who stands for his views

Youth
Talk

By
Saamia Zia

contribute and comment
upon leading issues that
currently shape the society
in which our generation
exists and must thrive.
The idea of changing the
world by speaking is what
keeps me going. I feel
that these days, people,
probably including myself,
are very bound to their
beliefs.
What results is that in
order to defend that point
of view, they forget what
their opinion stood for in
the first place.
An MUN ends up being
an event that provides a
platform where discussions
happen that widen up
views and perspectives,
where you get a chance

but gives the other person
an opportunity to express
them. The best part about
an MUN is that it allows
the young to develop and
progress in their own way.
At the St Christopher’s
Model United Nations
Conference this year,
I found myself in the
honourable position of
director of this prestigious
gathering. It was exciting
to gauge how our efforts
could translate into
something new and fun
for the delegates as they
acknowledged the benefits
beyond winning and tried
to truly embrace all that
ChrisMUN did offer.
It is these proud
memories I shall pack in
my luggage when I do
take off to university. The
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cerebrally

crust & crema
crossword break
1

2

3

4

5

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Rearrange (10)

1. Summarise (5)

7. Male relative (5)

2. Dutiful (8)

8. Ardent (7)

3. Talented (6)

just so

6

10. Leaning to one side (8) 4. Standard (4)
11. Fake (4)

5. Man’s name (7)

7

13. Study of plants (6)

02/11/2009
6. Commotion
(10)

15. Hat (6)

9. Enticement (10)

17. Cooking fat (4)

12. Insect (8)

18. Uneasiness (8)

14. Type of dog (7)

21. Paper-folding art (7)

16. Two-piece swimsuit (6)

22. Eskimo dwelling (5)

19. Loiters (5)

23. Unjustified (10)

20. Hypocritical talk (4)

8

9

10

11
12

13

14

who, what,
where, when

15
16

17

15:08

WHAT...colour, apart from white, is on the flag

18

of Bahrain?

19

WHERE...was Goran Persson Prime Minister in
1996?

20
21

WHEN...is St. Swithin’s Day?

22

WHO...directed the film A Clockwork Orange?
WHAT...is the nationality of tennis player
Michaël Llodra?

23

WHERE...in England are Ipplepen and Marldon?
WHEN...did the painter Pablo Picasso die?

Solutions in next week’s issue.
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darn tough sudoku
5
9
4
6
8
1
2
7
3

6

5

4

2 9

8
5 9

4
6 8
1
5 9
1 8
6 9 7
2 6
4
5
4
7 3
8
5
Sudoku

Last week’s sudoku

Sudoku

darn tough sudoku

1 8
7
6
7 9

1
2

5

5 6 1

6

7
4

9

4 2 8

2

1
3

5
3
8
2 3

9 7
2

So you think you’re good enough at Sudoku to crack this baby? Remember, we were the first in
the Gulf to bring you this bit of Japanese mayhem...so we don’t kid around

Last Week’s
Leisure Solutions
CROSSWORD BREAK:

Darn Tough Sudoku

5

Across: 6 Remnant;

7 Ideal; 9 Dry;
10 Negotiate;
12 Perfunctory;
15 Reformation;
17 Discourse;
19 Try; 21 Still; 22
Rejoice.
Down: 1 Yearn; 2 Inn;

4

3 Knee; 4 Addiction;
5 Pasture; 8 Bonnet;
11 Reconcile; 13 Famous;
14 Deviate; 16 Trick;
18 Seed; 20 Cox.
JUST SO: Too close to
call, A drug on the market,
A feast for the eyes, A
house divided.
WHO, WHAT, WHERE,
WHEN: Dan Brown; Eat
it - its a fruit; Melbourne;
1975; Salvador Dali; Gulf
of Bothnia; Epsom; 2003.

8
8
7
9
3

Your
work
pad
space
...

1

3

5
2
8
4

8
6
3
1

5

5

9

1
9
7
3

6

1
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Comfort on a larger scale
T

HE popular MPV from
Mercedes-Benz is currently
on display at the Frankfurt
Auto Show (IAA) in Germany
featuring a new facelift.
The V-Class makeover was created
by the designers at the automakers
manufacturing hub in Stuttgart. It had
premiered at the beginning of this year
with European motoring enthusiasts
able to snap up the vehicle from March
2019.
People parading around the trade fair
show, which will end on September
22, were introduced to the car’s new
four-cylinder OM 654 diesel engines.
It includes different output levels, a
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission
which is available in the V-Class
for the first time, and a new range
of safety and assistance systems
including Active Brake Assist.
The car is in line with the design
language of the current MercedesBenz passenger car models but appears
with a new front, new air vents and a
new mix of paints, upholstery and trim
elements.
Prices in Germany start from
€36,990 (including 19 percent VAT).

Technology driven tyres hit the roads
TYRE manufacturers
are rolling into the
digital industry with new
technology to ensure safety,
pressure management and
data retrieval.
While the vehicles we
drive and work with are
becoming increasingly
digital, tyres remain off the
tech radar…until now.
The new Nokian Tyres
Intuitu solution makes
tapping into data easy and
simple, allowing drivers to
get more out of their wheels
while worrying less.
Nokian has taken the
first step towards digital,
real-time tyre management
combining sensor-equipped

smart tyres with a mobile
application that records its
sensor data, keeping the
user informed with about
vital tyre pressure and
temperature data.
Toni Silfverberg, head

of sales and marketing at
Nokian Tyres, said: “We
have aimed to make the
system plug & play. You
just buy the tyres, install the
application and you are good
to go.
“The application gives
the drivers peace of mind
by keeping them informed
about the tyre pressure and
temperature, helping to
prevent tire damage and
warning about possible
anomalies. Keeping the tyres
in good condition keeps
the machinery operational
minimises downtime and
other damage related costs.”
The system will be
available in agricultural and

contracting tyres at first, but
Nokian Tyres aims to extend
digitalization to its entire
commercial tire range.
Nokian Tyres will also
offer an extended warranty

for the mobile app users who
register their wheels.
“Many people still see
tyres as ‘just’ tyres – a piece
of rubber between your
machine and the ground”,

said Silfverberg. “With
Nokian Tyres Intuitu, your
tyres are no longer forgotten
pieces of rubber, but smart,
active components they
rightfully should be.”
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By MAI AL KHATIB-CAMILLE

R

mai.alkhatib@gulfweekly.com

UNNERS and
swimmers will be
able to put their
athletic prowess to the
test next month as Boost
Bahrain will be launching
a series of races staged
across the kingdom.
The fitness focussed
organisation, which was
established in 2016 to
motivate people to stay or get
active, unveiled its new race
season at a press conference
held at The Ritz-Carlton,
Bahrain.
The event was led by a panel
which included Abdulla Al
Shamlan, co-founder of Boost
Bahrain, Abdulla AlObaidat,
acting CEO and Partner of
Obai & Hill, Jeremy Canivet,
the five-star resorts director
of sales and marketing and
Fatima Fathalla, director of
corporate communications for
GFH Financial Group.
Athletes and fitness fanatics
will be able to register for
12 races in the coming eight
months. There will also be an
array of projects to partake in
such as the Swim Series held
in partnership with The RitzCarlton at the Royal Beach
Club facilities and a run for
Obai & Hill’s upcoming
initiatives.

SportNews

www.gulfweekly.com

Fitness gets a boost

“We are thrilled to launch
the third edition of the Boost
Bahrain’s Open water series
at the Ritz-Carlton and we are
looking forward to making

the season a success to further
develop the sports eco-system
in the kingdom,” said Boost
Bahrain’s Abdulla. “We were
formed to encourage people

in Bahrain to live a healthier
and fitter lifestyle. It’s not just
about coming out to race, it’s
also about having fun while
participating in sports.”

The first Boost Bahrain
Open Water Swim Series
will be held on October 12
at the Ritz-Carlton, Bahrain
featuring a 1km swim for

21

adults and a 300m swim for
Under 14. The second Swim
Series will be on October 26
and third on November 30.
GFH will be launching
Bahrain’s XLR8 10km race
on October 18, taking place
in the beautiful landscapes
of Al Areen Palace & Spa.
Participants can register as
individuals and complete
the 10km independently or
register as a team up to four,
where each competitor will
run a stage of 2.5km.
GFH’s Fatima added: “The
10k race is the first event of
the XLR8 platform launched
earlier this year to promote
sporting initiatives on the
island through charity events
and partnerships that support
the sporting community and
promote GFH’s landmark
developments.”
The Ministry of Youth and
Sports as always has extended
their support to the initiatives
organised by Boost Bahrain.
Registration for the Boost
Bahrain Swim Series is now
open on their website www.
boostbahrain.com

SITUATIONS VACANT

PROPERTY
FOR RENT
FOR RENT:

1,2&3BR flats in Budaiya,
Busaiteen, Muharraq,
Mahooz, Salmaniya &
Salmabad; 4BR spacious
villa in Sanad; Labour
accommodation in
Tubli & Hidd; Executive
accommodation in
Muharraq. Contact:
36044226, 39933704,
36644124
BURHAMA brand new
semi furnished spacious
flats for rent, lift, car park
BD280/- Tel: 34188004

HOORA, new building
2 bedroom, 2 bathroom,
hall, kitchen, semi
furnished, lift, security,
central Satellite &
car park. BD250.

Tel 38284246
COMMERCIAL FLAT for
rent in Salmabad BD120/Tel: 34188004
WORKSHOP for rent
in Salmabad, suitable
for aluminium/ carpentry
workshop. Tel: 34188004

LABOUR/ STAFF
accommodation for rent
in Sitra, Alba, Salmaniya
and Manama.
Tel: 34188004

AMFA TOWER 3 - SEEF:

Fully furnished 1 bedroom apartment
1 bathroom
Price BD 500/- (Inclusive)
Ref. AP924

MAHOOZ:

Fully furnished 1 bedroom apartment
1 bathroom
Price BD 290/- (Inclusive)
Ref. AP886

ABRAJ AL LULU:

4 bedroom apartment, 3 bathrooms
Price BD 850/- (Exclusive)
Ref. AP746

ORCHID PLAZA:

Fully-furnished 1 bedroom
apartment 1 bathroom
Price BD 375/- (Inclusive)
Ref. AP861
For more information contact: T: +973 1729 8210
E: admin@starrealestate.bh

SHOP for rent at Gudaibiya
near Andalus
Garden,
suitable for restaurant/ mini
market. Tel: 34188004

PROPERTY
FOR SALE

ABRAJ AL
LULU

3 bedroom apartment
3 bathrooms
Built-up area 165 sq.m
Price BD 99,000/Ref. AP254, Tel: 17298210

VILLA FOR SALE
at Diyar Al-Muharraq
220sqm, 4 bedroom,
4 bathroom, 2 sitting
halls, 2 kitchens, maid
room, and laundry room

BD165K.
Tel: 34188004, 17298214

ZAWIA 3
AMWAJ:

2 bedroom apartment
2 bathrooms
Built-up area 129 sq.m
Price BD 85,000/Ref. AP879

CORPORATE SALES ACCOUNT MANAGER - BAHRAIN
Gulf Connexions is currently looking for a dynamic and career orientated
individual to join a well-known and respected business within the
information and technology industry. This individual will be responsible for
managing and developing a portfolio of key corporate clients through
strategic alliances and constant relationship management.
Responsibilities:
• Establishing and maintaining a strategic relationship with key
stakeholders in the business.
• Developing a strong sales pipeline for accounts and acquiring new
clients to enhance sales revenue.
• Developing new business with existing clients through effective account
management up-selling and cross-selling other products and identifying
areas of improvement to exceed sales quotas.
• Operating as the lead point of contact for any and all matters specific to
your customers and devising new methods to improve customer
satisfaction.
Requirements:
• Degree in Business Administration or Marketing.
• 3 -7+ years of experience in a sales/ account management role with a
focus on large corporate clients in Bahrain.
• Experience in the ICT or Telecom industry in Bahrain is preferred.
• A good technical understanding or exposure to enterprise products
including Cloud, Infrastructure, etc.
• A track record of managing and growing a portfolio of corporate clients
and meeting set targets.
Send your application to applications@gulfconnexions.com with the
subject "Corporate Sales Account Manager - Bahrain".
Applications will only be considered if you have the relevant experience and
your skill set match those required and stipulated within the advert text

For further details on these vacancies or for more information on our services
please contact us on +973 17565363 or email a Word format CV to
one of our experienced consultants at jobs@gulfconnexions.com
For more jobs kindly refer to our website: www.gulfconnexions.com
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No slowing down from here
A

FTER a nine
year wait, Ferrari
finally made it to
the top podium position
at the Italian Grand Prix
held last weekend, with
rookie Charles Leclerc
streaking into first
place, a comfortable
0.8 seconds ahead of
Mercedes AMG driver
Valterri Bottas and a
hubristic 35.1 seconds
ahead of championship
leader Lewis Hamilton.
Leclerc continued his
winning streak from last
week, where he beat
Hamilton by almost a full
second, holding an edge
over the Merc drivers with
consistent performance on
the straights and strong,
albeit borderline aggressive,
defensive driving.
With the words “RIP
Toni” written across the
back of his steering wheel
in memory of his friend
Anthoine Hubert who passed
away in the Belgian F2 race
last week, Leclerc started
from pole position. He was
hounded by Hamilton for
most of the race, especially
after emerging on medium
tires after a lap 19 pit stop.
Hamilton almost got past
but the Monégasque driver
pulled a move that ended
with the Mercedes machine
on the grass, earning a
warning without penalty.
The stewards’ call
regarding the move was
contentious, since Red Bull
driver Max Verstappen was
given a five second penalty
last year for similar driving
at the same circuit.

IN ACTION: Ferrari driver Leclerc, right,
leads the two Mercedes of Hamilton and
Bottas at the start of the Formula One
Italy Grand Prix and, below left, Hamilton
and Leclerc shaking on it

FORMULA 1

By NAMAN ARORA
naman@gulfweekly.com

Even though Hamilton
chased the wunderkind
around the circuit doggedly,
both drivers driving
dangerously, any hope
Hamilton had of clinching
the cup ended on the 42nd
lap with a mistake that led
him down the escape road,
ending up behind Bottas.
Hamilton then decided to
end his pursuit of the top
position, pitted for fresh tires
and went after the fastest lap
record, winning the bonus
point to boost his rankings
on the scoreboard. He noted

after the race: “I think it
just wasn’t our day today,
it’s always disappointing to
follow another car so closely
but not be able to take the
lead. But in the end, we’re
leaving Italy with more
points in the Constructors’
Championship and ultimately
that is what matters.”
Mercedes AMG still kept
up the fight for top position
as Bottas stepped up but
was ultimately unsuccessful
giving the Ferrari newcomer his second ever F1
title in as many weeks.
Bottas said: “I was trying
everything to get close
enough to Charles to make

a move on him in the final
laps, but the Ferraris were
very quick on the straights
this weekend, so it was
difficult to get close enough.
I was pushing as hard as I
could, but every time I got
really close, I started to
lock-ups the fronts.”
Leclerc’s team mate
Sebastian Vettel, a four-time
world champion, finished
13th and a lap behind
him. Vettel, who started
the season as Ferrari’s top
driver has had a miserable
season and was given a
10-second penalty early on
for returning to the track
unsafely after spinning off

at the Ascari chicane. He
almost caused an accident
with Lance Stroll who
raged colourfully on the
team radio: “He just came
back onto the circuit like an
idiot!”
The first driver from the
Italian automaker since
Fernando Alfonso in 2010
to step onto the top podium
position of the Italian Grand
Prix, zealous fans chanted
Leclerc’s name, waved flags
and lit flares to celebrate the
momentous occasion.
Mercedes still leads the
charts overall with Hamilton
holding a 63 point lead
over Bottas, with seven

races remaining. He said:
“Congratulations to Charles
today. He did a great job,
especially considering the
pressure Valtteri and I were
putting on him. I’m not
looking to the next race
thinking it will be easy for
us. Instead, we’re going
to go to the factory next
week and go through the
same process, looking for
ways to improve our car,
improve our processes over
a race weekend, and I hope
that I can do a better job
in Singapore. I personally
cherish this battle between
Ferrari, Red Bull and us, so I
want it to continue.”
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Meet the new fight culture
C

ONSIDERING the
amount of trouble
and wincing
fans and promoters of
combat sports have
been through over the
past few months, I can
only imagine the horror
on the faces of Dana
White, Eddie Hearn
and Co when Khabib
Nurmagomedov jumped
the wall of the octagon
and was in the crowd for
a second bout in a row.
Fortunately, this time he
was handing out hugs rather
than throwing punches.
Restoring reputation rather
than plunging it further. That
is just as well because as far
as I can tell, combat sports
are suffering a reputation
crisis.
There was a bit of a climb
back up a couple of years
ago. The Connor McGregor
and Nate Diaz bouts, the
Floyd Mayweather and
Manny Pacquiao bout, Ronda
Rousey, Anthony Joshua,
Deontay Wilder and Tyson
Fury all became big in a short
space of time. There was a
real buzz around fights and
interest was growing.
Fast forward to present day,
McGregor is fighting old men
in pubs and Joshua is fighting
a chubby Mexican bloke for
the second time, this time in
Saudi Arabia and almost all
of them are involved in some
form of public bickering
rather than being the global
superstars we had looked
forward to watching.
Combat sports in general
have always had big support.
Anyone who has been lucky
enough to visit the Flavian
Amphitheatre will be able
to testify to the longevity
of the love for such games.
If you want to capture the
imagination of new fans,
however, you need to attract
the current potential fan base.
It amazes me that there
has been such opposition to
the fight between KSI and
Logan Paul, two high profile
YouTubers that is happening
on November 9. Reading
article after article, the boxing
media is “sick of it” and
according to some, it’s the
lowest of lows for boxing and
a disgrace to the sport. I could
not disagree more. Combat
sports need a kick into gear
so instead of moaning about
it, they could do a lot worse
than embracing it.
I get the opposition. The
two men are amateurs in
terms of actual boxing ability
despite the rematch being an
official professional fight and
to have Billy Joe Saunders
and Callum Smith’s world

UNDEFEATED: Nurmagomedov
remains the UFC Lightweight
title after choking out Poirier
and, below, KSI vs Paul
rematch, and Rousy

VOICEOFSPORT
with Dan Grimes
title fight on the undercard
does seem like a kick in the
teeth on the face of things.
Eddie Hearn, whatever your
opinion on him personally,
is not a fool when it comes
to business and your main
event has to be the fight that

is pulling the most views.
As of this time last year, the
original KSI vs Logan Paul
fight had a staggering 75
million views; both men are
watched in their millions by
fans every week. Numbers
the boxing world could only

dream of at the moment.
Anthony Joshua also sees
the opportunity, he said last
week in an interview with the
Independent. He said: “What
people have to realise is you
have to put all eyes on boxing
for us all to thrive.
“So KSI and Logan Paul
have a bigger following
than me and most of the
heavyweights combined.”
For me, it goes further
than that. The YouTubers

predominant fan base are
teenagers – the potential next
generation of combat sports
fans.
The fight will not be a
high quality affair in terms
of technique, ring craft or a
tactical battle but it will be
a show. It will be watched,
accessible and it will be
entertaining in its own way.
I distinctly remember the
hype for the Mayweather vs
Pacquiao fight. I was living

in the UK and had friends
round, battling tiredness to
stay up until 5am to watch it.
For some of my friends it was
the first and last bout they
had ever sat down to watch.
I can’t say I blame them.
Despite the skill – potentially
two of the best fighters in
history – it massively lacked
an entertainment factor.
Tyson Fury and his
homophobic and sexist
tendencies don’t relate to a
current generation or a new
one. McGregor punching old
men was never going to be a
positive one and it is difficult
to imagine that Mexican or
British fans are excited by
the prospect of the Joshua vs
Ruiz fight being thousands of
miles away.
Core supporters are still
thoroughly enjoying what
their sport has to offer
but there is too much of a
disconnect between where
the sports are at and potential
new fans.
In my opinion, the fight
media and fans need to
embrace and seize the
opportunity that comes with
the fight instead of being sour
about the whole situation.
Besides, the show and
potentially more like it will
be arriving at some point so
why not sit back and enjoy,
surely it’d be nice to get out
of the rut of negatives it is
currently facing.
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LL eyes were
on Nice, France
last weekend as
triathletes from around
the globe competed in
the Ironman 70.3 World
Championship with
the Bahrain Endurance
13 (BE13) notching an
array of glorious golden
victories, writes Mai Al
Khatib-Camille.
Daniela Ryf claimed a
historic fifth consecutive
Ironman 70.3 world
championship and her
teammates, Holly Lawrence
and Alistair Brownlee, also
took twin silvers.
Vincent Luis and Lauren
Parker backed up from
winning the ITU world titles
in triathlon and Paratriathlon
in Lausanne last week with
golden finishes at the Banyoles
World Cup.
Michael Gilliam, BE13’s
team director and chief
advisor for the Bahrain
Olympic Committee, said:
“Bahrain Endurance 13 is
now the most successful
professional triathlon team
in the history of the sport,
amassing an incredible 17
world championship titles
since 2015.
“Four of the world’s best
triathletes have been with the
team since it was first formed
by His Highness Shaikh
Nasser bin Hamad Al Khalifa
in 2015 – Javier Gomez, Jan
Frodeno, Daniela and Terenzo
Bozzone. During the past five
years the roster has included
many of the world’s best long
and short course athletes.
“The most recent titles
came from team debutants
Luis securing his first World
Triathlon Series win and
Paratriathlon powerhouse
Parker winning the PTWC
World Championship title.
Also taking part in the world
championships were two
emerging young Bahrain
juniors Omar Ali and
Abdulrahman Mubarak. They
raced in the junior division
and did themselves proud.
It is a great testament to the
flourishing triathlon talent in
Bahrain.

GOLDEN GLORY: Ryf celebrates her victory and, below, Parker pleased with her performance

“The teams’ performance
ratio is an astounding 80
percent winning success at
major championship races.”
According to Gilliam, who
is also the health and wellness
advisor to the Chairman
of the Supreme Council of
Youth and Sports and the
Representative of His Majesty
the King for Charity Works
and Youth and Sports Affairs,
His Highness Shaikh Nasser
bin Hamad Al Khalifa, the
honour roll of wins includes
Ironman, ITU Long Course
and ITU world championship
titles.
He added: “It also includes
HH Shaikh Nasser’s incredible
win at the 2018 Ironman
World Championship Kona in
the Executive Division.
“We will continue to
aim for wins at the major
championships which provide
us the platform to promote
the vision of HH Shaikh
Nasser on a global scale as
well as a voice to express
the importance of cultural
awareness, breakdown barriers
and often correcting people’s

perceptions. His Highness is a
very active leader and lives the
endurance sport lifestyle. For
the team, pursuing excellence
is obviously the top priority
and being the most successful
endurance racing team in
history.”
Ryf has been unstoppable
all season long, which was
apparent from the grit and
determination she exerted
during Ironman 70.3. Ryf
finished in 4:23:04, four
minutes ahead of Lawrence
who came in second.
At the finish line, His
Majesty King Hamad Bin Isa

Al Khalifa draped the finisher
medal around Ryf’s neck,
while HH Shaikh Nasser
awarded Lawrence hers.
Ryf said: “I don’t think it
matters how many titles you
have. Races like today matter.
The girls were pushing really
hard. I think the dynamic was
amazing. In the end, I was
happy to make a little gap on
the downhill.
“Holly was pushing really
hard and I knew I had to show
a really good run today to
be able to win. I got pushed
to my absolute maximum
and best. That’s what world

championships are about and
I’m really, really happy I
could come home with the win
today.”
Lawrence’s silver medal was
a fitting reward for the hard
work she had put in to come
back from a career-threatening
injury. She said, “If you’d
have told me this time last year
that in a year’s time this would
happen when I was in the
absolute worst state of my life
with a broken foot and in boot
and it really looked so grim…
I’m just so happy.”
Brownlee, who was last
year’s vice-champion, was one
of the favourites going into the
men’s race. His teammates,
Ben Kanute and Javier Gomez,
were also participating. On the
run, Brownlee led the opening
kilometers, but Norweigan
Gustav Iden switched on the
afterburners to beat him to the
finish line by 2:44.
Gomez finished in 7th
while Kanute rounded out
the Bahrain Endurance 13
contingent in 10th place.
Meanwhile, Banyoles
Triathlon World Cup in Spain

attracted a stacked field with
athletes making the short
trip from Lausanne after last
week’s Grand Final.
With the elite triathlon raced
on a tight and technical course,
there was not much separation
in the 750m swim and the
20km bike. Out on the 5km
run, Luis and training partner
Mario Mola charged ahead
to separate from the rest of
the competitors. The two ran
neck-and-neck until Luis put
on a final sprint 100m to the
tape. BE13 teammate Vicky
Holland finished 7th in the
female field.
Parker also picked up
another piece of gold hardware
at the Paratriathlon World Cup
to wrap up what has been a
stellar season.
In addition to the BE13
team line up, there were three
Bahrain age group athletes
taking part – Mikel Calahorra
(M35-39), Mohammed Isa
Alqais (M30-34) and May
Alhaji (F35-39). The trio was
inspired by the team.
Gilliam added: “This is
the underlying mantra of
the group – to inspire each
other and push boundaries
of competition and culture.
It is a remarkable team and a
remarkable vision and truly,
for many of the world’s
best athletes in the sport of
triathlon, it is the hottest
position to hold.
“To be a selected member
of the 13 athletes who race
for BE13 is enormous.
These athletes are selected
for multiple reasons and
not just because of race
results. They need to be
ambitious, role models, great
communicators and globally
aware individuals. They do
so much locally in the region
and through their personal
connections to help inspire and
bring true lifestyle change to
many young individuals in the
GCC. Triathlon in the region
is exploding off the back of
this tremendous team and HH
leadership.”
For further information
on the team, visit www.
bahrainendurance13.com
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